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ABSTRACT
Biological signatures of emotion regulation in children
by
Sarah Myruski
Advisor: Tracy A. Dennis-Tiwary
Emotion regulation (ER) is a key predictor of positive adjustment throughout the lifespan.
Despite decades of research on discrete ER strategy use, ER may be more appropriately
measured in terms of the breadth of emotional range, or the degree to which one can flexibly
modulate emotional responses. Yet little is known about ER flexibility in childhood. Also, given
the crucial role of caregiver support in children’s emotional lives, ER may be most accurately
measured in developmentally appropriate and ecologically valid social contexts. Further, few
developmental studies have capitalized on the growing evidence base surrounding biological
signatures of ER. This study harnessed two target biological signatures that highlight emotional
range as an aspect of ER flexibility: the late positive potential (LPP), an index of neurocognitive
flexibility, and respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), an index of physiological flexibility. These
metrics were examined as predictors of child behavioral ER and emotional adjustment, and
evaluated in terms of their sensitivity to social context. Eighty-six (44 female; Mage = 6.94, SD =
1.13) 5-to-8-year-olds completed a Directed Reappraisal Task (DRT) in which unpleasant
pictures were paired with either reappraisal or negative interpretations while EEG and ECG were
recorded. Social context was systematically manipulated such that children either completed the
task alone, with parent present but not interacting, or with parent scaffolding child ER. ECG was
recorded while dyads completed two emotionally challenging behavioral tasks. Neurocognitive
flexibility indexed by the LPP was bolstered by experimentally-manipulated parent presence or
scaffolding of child ER during the DRT, and also by spontaneous patterns of behavioral parent
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scaffolding. In contrast, while RSA was not sensitive to social context, greater physiological
flexibility indexed by RSA suppression predicted greater parent-reported ER, and fewer
symptoms of psychopathology. Taken together, results highlight the importance of biobehavioral multimethod approaches to examine biological signatures of ER in children in terms
of context-sensitivity and flexibility.

Keywords: Emotion regulation, child development, the late positive potential, respiratory sinus
arrhythmia, social context
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Biological signatures of emotion regulation in children
Emotion regulation (ER) is a key ability that develops over the course of childhood, and
reflects a range of processes underlying the monitoring and modulation of emotional experience
and expression. A large body of research suggests that successful ER promotes positive
adjustment throughout the lifespan (Berking & Wupperman, 2012, review; Zeman, Cassano,
Perry-Parrish, & Stegall, 2006, review). For example, the ability to downregulate negative
emotions can minimize the influence of early life stressors, resulting in fewer symptoms of
psychopathology later in life (e.g. Beck, 1979; Cicchetti & Rogosch, 2009; Cloitre, Miranda,
Stovall-McClough, & Han, 2005; Dvir, Ford, Hill, & Frazier, 2014). In contrast, individuals
exhibiting symptoms of psychopathologies including depression and anxiety also display or
report use of relatively maladaptive ER strategies such as suppression and rumination, and tend
to have more ER difficulties compared to controls (Aldao, Nolen-Hoeksema, & Schweizer, 2010,
review; Moore, Zoellner, & Mollenholt, 2008).
Given the fundamental role of ER in emotional adjustment across the lifespan, it is
crucial to identify predictive indexes of ER in childhood. Several methodological trends,
however, have limited the field’s power to accurately characterize those aspects of ER that
directly predict emotional adjustment. Specifically, the bulk of ER research has been heavily
reliant on self-report measures which are difficult to apply to developmental research due to
language and introspection limitations in children. Further, research on the relative adaptiveness
of individual differences in ER has been traditionally anchored to specific strategy use (e.g.,
emotion suppression), an approach which reveals static snapshots of emotional functioning.
Recent meta-analyses (Aldao et al., 2010; Webb, Miles, & Sheeran, 2012) have shown that
although discrete strategy use predicts positive adjustment, it does so with only small to medium
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effect sizes, suggesting that there is more to adaptive ER than is captured by examining use of
specific “good” and “bad” strategies.
Alternatively, ER may be more appropriately measured in terms of an individual’s ability
to flexibly modify biological and behavioral components of emotion (Bonanno & Burton, 2013).
In particular, a greater breadth of emotional range, or the ability to increase and decrease
emotions via intentional modulation to a greater degree, has been linked to positive adjustment,
coping, and resilience in adults (Westphal, Seivert, and Bonanno, 2010). Further, given the
crucial role of caregiver support in children’s regulation of their own emotions, ER may be most
accurately measured via context-sensitive biological signatures measured in developmentally
appropriate and ecologically valid social contexts (Cole, Martin, & Dennis, 2004). Taking both a
bio-behavioral and context-sensitive approach may yield more finely-grained measures of ER
with enhanced power to predict clinically-relevant aspects of emotional adjustment such as
symptoms of psychopathology and the ability to manage emotions during behavioral challenges.
To this end, the goal of the current study was to examine two biological signatures of ER that
reflect ER flexibility - the late positive potential (LPP) and respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) in terms of their social context-sensitivity and utility as predictors of emotional adjustment in
typically developing children.
Emotion regulation (ER): Concepts of Adaptiveness and Flexibility
Process models of ER. One dominant view of ER, Gross’ Process Model, conceptualizes
regulation as the implicit and explicit modulation of emotion that occurs prior to or following
experiential, behavioral, or physiological emotion generation (Gross, 1998a, 1998b; Gross &
Thompson, 2007). Gross (1998b) built on several prior emotion theories (e.g. Arnold, 1960;
Campos, Campos, & Barrett, 1989; Ekman et al., 1987; Lazarus, 1991; Levenson, 1994) by
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asserting that emotions are regulated in two major ways: antecedent-focused ER or responsefocused ER. Antecedent-focused ER processes occur before emotion generation, and include
situation selection and modification, attentional deployment, and cognitive change. In contrast,
response-focused ER occurs after an emotion is generated, and includes strategies such as
enhancement or diminishment of emotional responses (Gross, 1998b).
The timing of ER in relation to emotion generation is significant in that it may influence
which emotional mechanisms are targeted for modulation (Gross, 1998a). Specifically,
antecedent-focused ER, such as deciding to intentionally focus attention on less emotionally
unpleasant aspects of an upcoming stressful event, is thought to influence subjective, behavioral,
and physiological aspects of the subsequent emotional experience. In contrast, response-focused
ER, such as reducing facial expressions of disgust so that others are not aware of ones’ emotional
state, may selectively influence subjective and behavioral, but not physiological emotional
processes. Gross (1998a) supported this proposed distinction by instructing participants to use
either antecedent- and response-focused ER strategies to manage their emotional responses to a
distressing film. Both groups showed reduced behavioral expression of emotion compared to a
control group, but the antecedent-focused group experienced less subjective distress, while those
in the response-focused group showed greater physiological responses. More recently, Gross
(2015) built upon this process model view by proposing the Extended Process Model of Emotion
Regulation. This model acknowledges that ER is an ongoing, temporally dynamic process that
changes over time as individuals identify whether ER is needed, and make choices to implement,
stop or switch ER strategies while taking context-relevant goals into account. This last point
suggests that certain ER strategies may fit better in one context versus another, a notion that
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researchers are only beginning to investigate, and one that has broad implications for how ER is
defined and studied.
Adaptive and maladaptive ER. Previous research has examined the relative outcomes
associated with ER strategies deemed as adaptive, such as problem solving, compared to
maladaptive ER strategies such as rumination (e.g. Gross, 1998b; Gross & Thompson, 2007). In
research emerging from the Process Model, two of the most commonly-studied ER strategies are
reappraisal and suppression, which have been consistently conceptualized as being relatively
adaptive and maladaptive, respectively. Reappraisal is an antecedent-focused strategy which
involves thinking about an unpleasant emotional stimulus or event in a more positive light
(Dennis & Hajcak, 2009; Gross, 1998a; Gross & John, 2003; Gross & Thompson, 2007; Moser,
Hajcak, Bukay, & Simons, 2006; Ochsner & Gross, 2005). For example, when visiting a friend
with a broken leg in the hospital, one could reappraise this situation beforehand by reinterpreting
his injury as temporary and non-life threatening, or by thinking about how he got medical
treatment and is not in pain. In contrast, suppression is a response-focused strategy which
involves modulating emotional response by blunting or eliminating emotionally expressive
behavior. For instance, when visiting that friend in the hospital one could suppress facial
expressions of sadness or fear to avoid conveying these emotions to the patient.
Several studies have shown that reappraisal and suppression correspond to distinct
consequences in terms of emotional and physiological processes, as well as social-emotional
outcomes. As an antecedent-focused strategy, reappraisal can act to reduce both subjective and
physiological consequences of subsequent unpleasant emotional stimuli or events (Gross, 1998a;
Gross & Levenson, 1993; Urry, 2009). As a response-focused strategy, however, suppression
can successfully reduce emotional expression, but does little to successfully reduce the
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experience of negative emotions (Gross & Levenson, 1993; Gross & Levenson, 1997), or
downregulate physiological arousal, and can have negative effects on cognitive processes like
memory (Egloff, Schmukle, Burns, & Schwerdtfeger, 2006; Richards & Gross, 1999, 2000), and
social costs like reduced emotional communication (Butler et al., 2003). In a series of studies,
Gross and John (2003) demonstrated that individuals who use reappraisal more frequently also
subjectively experience less negative and more positive emotion, and this pattern also emerges
behaviorally in their emotional expression. Greater use of reappraisal was also related to closer
and more emotionally-open social relationships, as well as fewer symptoms of depression and
greater life satisfaction. In contrast, those who use suppression more frequently reported feelings
of inauthenticity of self in social relationships, less clarity about their emotions, experience less
positive and more negative emotions, and report more depressive symptoms and reduced life
satisfaction (Gross & John, 2003). These positive and negative correlates of reappraisal and
suppression, respectively, have been replicated in several survey and behavioral studies (Dennis,
2007; Eftekhari, Zoellner, & Vigil, 2009; Garnefski & Kraaij, 2007; Haga, Kraft, & Corby,
2009; Martin & Dahlen, 2005). Due to the potential adaptive consequences of reappraisal, it is
essential to understand the developmental contributions to the successful and habitual use of this
ER approach.
In a recent meta-analysis (Webb et al., 2012), ER strategies coinciding with the process
model framework were evaluated in terms of how well they modified experimental, behavioral,
and physiological outcomes. Results revealed that some strategies, such as attentional
deployment, had no influence on emotions, while others, including cognitive change and
response modulation, were effective in changing emotional outcomes. In addition, another metaanalysis (Aldao et al., 2010) revealed that at least some strategies deemed adaptive and
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maladaptive were associated with resilience and psychopathology, respectively. For example,
greater habitual use of rumination was strongly related to greater symptoms of anxiety and
depression. Yet for both of these meta-analyses (Aldao et al., 2010; Webb et al., 2012), use of
reappraisal, as well as other strategies commonly deemed adaptive, only predicted positive
outcomes with small to medium effect sizes, suggesting that discrete strategy use does not fully
capture all aspects of ER that confer emotional strengths or vulnerabilities.
ER flexibility. Shortcomings of the fundamental definition of ER have limited the field’s
power to accurately characterize regulatory abilities. That is, the practice of measuring ER in
terms specific strategies that are dichotomously defined as adaptive or maladaptive may
represent a theoretical fault recently termed “the fallacy of uniform efficacy” (Bonanno &
Burton, 2013). Bonanno and Burton (2013) argue that by viewing ER strategies as discretely
adaptive or maladaptive precludes consideration of crucial aspects of the individual and their
surroundings which contribute to ER success, namely: context sensitivity, ER strategy repertoire,
and the individuals’ responsiveness to feedback. Several recent lines of research have taken this
view as a starting point to highlight that the adaptiveness or maladaptiveness of ER may be most
effectively measured in terms of the ability to flexibly modify biological and behavioral indices
of emotion.
Since ER flexibility is an emerging construct, current empirical and theoretical efforts
have proposed various ways to define ER flexibility. For instance, one aspect of ER flexibility
may be the ability to engage strategies that are appropriate for the specific situational demands.
That is, reappraisal may not be universally adaptive, but instead could be either adaptive or
maladaptive depending on the emotional contexts. Sheppes, Scheibe, Suri, and Gross (2011)
showed that when viewing highly intense emotional pictures, or subjected to unpredictable
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shocks, participants chose to use distraction to disengage from emotional processing at the early
attentional stage. In contrast, participants were more likely to choose reappraisal to regulate in
low-intensity emotional situations, suggesting this strategy is less effective, or less efficient in
response to high intensity emotional stimuli (Sheppes, Catran, & Meiran, 2009; Sheppes et al.,
2011; Sheppes et al., 2014). The relative adaptiveness of an ER strategy is also influenced by the
extent to which the emotional situation is within the person’s control. Troy, Shallcross, and
Mauss (2013) showed that greater reappraisal ability was related to lower levels of depression
when used in scenarios with uncontrollable stressors, while the opposite pattern emerged for
controllable stressors. Further, sensitivity to emotional context has been shown to be related to
psychological strengths and reduced symptoms of psychopathology (Myruski, Bonanno,
Gulyayeva, Egan, & Dennis-Tiwary, 2017). Taken together, these studies highlight the
importance of moving away from categorical definitions of ER strategy adaptiveness, and
instead focusing on aspects of ER flexibility.
Another way to define ER flexibility is in terms of ER repertoire. For example, a greater
number of strategies available for use, regardless of strategy type, confers protection from the
negative effects of stress (Lam & McBride-Chang, 2007; Orcutt, Bonanno, Hannan, & Miron,
2014). Bonanno & Burton (2013) proposed another component of repertoire called categorical
variability, which can be thought of as the breadth of emotional range, or the extent to which one
can increase and decrease their emotions via intentional modulation. Conceptualizing ER in
terms of emotional range allows researchers to investigate not only whether individuals engage
in ER, but to what degree. For example, Westphal, Seivert, and Bonanno (2010) showed that
emotional flexibility represents a relatively stable characteristic, as participants’ ability to
flexibly increase and decrease their emotional expression to unpleasant stimuli was consistent
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over three years. Furthermore, individuals demonstrating greater degrees of flexibility also
showed better psychological adjustment, defined as friend ratings of mental and physical health,
high quality social interactions, and coping ability, during and following stressful life events, and
showed resilience to cumulative life stress over time (Westphal et al., 2010). Also, Bonanno,
Papa, Lalande, Westphal, and Coifman (2004) showed that following the 9/11 terrorist attacks,
individuals with greater range of emotional flexibility, as measured by successful modulation of
coded facial expressions in a directed reappraisal task, also showed lower degrees of long-term
negative consequences of the event years later. Thus, the ability to flexibly increase or decrease
emotional experience and expression is longitudinally related to aspects of positive adjustment
(Bonanno, 2005; Bonanno et al., 2004; Coifman, Bonanno, & Rafaeli, 2007).
ER Adaptiveness and Flexibility Summary. In comparison to other ER strategies,
reappraisal has been consistently linked to positive mental health outcomes. However, emerging
evidence suggests that ER adaptiveness is better conceptualized in terms of flexibility rather than
in terms of punitively “good” versus “bad” strategies, and that contextual factors play a role in
ER choice and adaptiveness. Conceptualizing adaptive ER in terms of flexibility may yield more
finely-grained information about ER processes that predict emotional strengths and
vulnerabilities. One way to define ER flexibility, and a focus of the current study, is in terms of
an individual’s breadth of emotional range. Yet, little is known about specific underlying neural
and physiological processes that reflect individual differences in the ability to flexibly increase
or decrease emotions via intentional modulation. Further, while ER flexibility has been studied
in adults and positively linked to emotional adjustment (e.g. Westphal, et al., 2010), little is
known about aspects ER flexibility in children, including how context influences children’s
ability to reappraise.
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ER Development and Adjustment in Childhood
Given the prominent role of ER in emotional adjustment across the lifespan, it is
particularly important to understand the emergence and adaptiveness of ER in childhood. Indeed,
patterns of ER as early as infancy have been shown to be consistent with individual differences
in ER later in childhood (Stifter, Spinrad, & Braungart-Rieker, 1999) and important for healthy
functioning later in life (Fox & Calkins, 2003). By the second year of life, active self-regulation
begins to emerge in place of passive, reactionary emotional responses (Rothbart, Ziaie, &
O'Boyle, 1992). During early childhood, ER abilities develop along with maturation in other
domains. In toddlerhood, developing motor skills allow for situation selection, verbal skills allow
for increasing complexity of emotional communication, and emerging cognitive skills make
complex coping strategies possible (Kopp, 1989, 1992; Rothbart et al., 1992). Later in childhood,
children’s understanding of their own and other’s emotions grows, along with the emerging
ability to detect situational factors that determine the appropriateness of emotional expression,
and improving social skills correspond to more complex co-regulation of emotion (Eisenberg,
Champion, & Ma, 2004; Rothbart et al., 1992; Stegge & Terwogt, 2007; Thompson, 1994;
Zeman et al., 2006 for review).
The developmental time course of ER can also be anchored to the emergence of
physiological and neurocognitive competencies. Specifically, relatively automatic, physiological
processes are the primary route of self-regulation in infants and toddlers, while children become
increasingly proficient at effortful, cognitive ER processes in middle to late childhood and into
adolescence due to maturation and refinement of prefrontal-subcortical connections (Beauregard,
Lévesque, & Bourgouin, 2001; Calkins, 2007; Fox, 1989, 1994; Ochsner & Gross, 2004).
Frequency of various ER strategy use also changes throughout childhood as biological
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maturation progresses. Specifically, the use of suppression is more common earlier in childhood
when children may not have the cognitive control to engage in effective reappraisal. Throughout
later childhood and adolescence, the use of reappraisal increases and stabilizes (Gullone,
Hughes, King, & Tonge, 2010).
Parent-reported child ER has been consistently linked to emotional well-being and
symptoms of psychopathology (Graziano, Reavis, Keane, & Calkins, 2007; Mullin & Hinshaw,
2007 for review; Rydell, Berlin, & Bohlin, 2003; Suveg & Zeman, 2004). Greater use of
cognitive ER strategies like reappraisal during childhood is associated with lower depression,
and fearfulness/worry (Garnefski, Rieffe, Jellesma, Terwogt, & Kraaij, 2007), while children
who meet criteria for anxiety disorders showed greater self-reported difficulties managing their
emotions, and greater parent-reported problems regulating negative emotions including worry,
sadness, and anger (Suveg & Zeman, 2004). Also, lower reported ER abilities, and more frequent
use of denial and rumination ER strategies are correlated with greater degrees of depressive
symptoms (Silk, Steinberg, & Morris, 2003). Poor child ER has also been related to internalizing
and externalizing problems both concurrently (Rydell et al., 2003) and longitudinally (Mullin &
Hinshaw, 2007), indicating that early ER habits have profound effects on adjustment throughout
childhood.
ER ability in childhood also is a key component in resilience to trauma. Greater reported
ER among 6- to- 12- year-olds longitudinally predicts lower levels of internalizing symptoms
among children who experienced childhood maltreatment (Kim & Cicchetti, 2010). Also, Cloitre
et al. (2005) showed that the ability to regulate negative mood was a stronger predictor of
functional impairment than PTSD symptom severity among individuals who experienced
childhood abuse, suggesting that adaptive ER can serve as a buffer against early life stress. Due
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to the wide-reaching benefits of ER, and the deleterious effects of poor ER, many researchers
and clinicians consider the bolstering of ER competence as a key target for psychopathology
treatment intervention (Southam-Gerow & Kendall, 2002 for review).
Laboratory-based behavioral studies have also illustrated the link between ER and
positive adjustment in childhood. For example, when children face an emotionally challenging
task, such as one requiring separation from their parent, the presence of a stranger, or having to
wait for a desired reward, greater distress is observed among those children who use fewer ER
strategies including social engagement, self-distraction, or self-soothing (e.g. Diener &
Mangelsdorf, 1999; Grolnick, Bridges, & Connell, 1996; Weinberg & Tronick, 1994). Several
studies have also shown that behavioral ER exhibited early in childhood can predict adjustment
later in childhood and into adulthood. For instance, children’s ability to use self-distraction
strategies to cope with separation from caregivers during toddlerhood predicts their ability to
wait longer for a reward when they are 5 years old (Sethi, Mischel, Aber, Shoda, & Rodriguez,
2000). Further, several studies have shown that this ability to delay gratification in childhood is
related to a range of positive outcomes including greater cognitive competence, and stress
management in adolescence (Shoda, Mischel, & Peake, 1990), and better self-control in
adulthood (Schlam, Wilson, Shoda, Mischel, & Ayduk, 2013). Taken together, these findings
highlight the power of using behavioral measures to quantify children’s spontaneous ER strategy
use.
ER in Childhood Summary. Greater ER ability early in life may promote positive
adjustment across the lifespan, necessitating the study of the emergence and developmental
patterns of ER in childhood. The majority of child ER research over the past several decades has
focused primarily on parent-report and behavioral measures of child ER in terms of discrete
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“good” and “bad” strategy use. While the idea that ER may be more accurately measured in
terms of flexibility is emerging in the adult literature (e.g. Bonanno & Burton, 2013), this
approach should also be applied to the study of child ER with the goal of identifying measures of
ER that capture ER flexibility, and can powerfully predict emotional adjustment and behavioral
functioning.
Further, key environmental factors influencing ER development focus on parent
socialization of child’s emotions, as parents serve as a demonstrative guide and also directly
instruct child self-regulation. Thus, indexes of child ER should be sensitive to social context.
Cole et al. (2004) call for a focus on the use of multiple, convergent measures of child ER across
various conditions, and Zeman et al. (2006) assert that the mechanisms of influence on child ER
ability and development stem from biological and environmental factors. Notable biological
underpinnings of child ER are development of the prefrontal cortex-subcortical interactions, and
engagement and modulation of the autonomic nervous system, which can be measured by the
late positive potential (LPP) and respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), respectively. The current
study will integrate these biological and environmental perspectives using a multimethod
approach.
Biological Signatures of ER
Building on the valuable yet limited investigations of parent-reported and behavioral ER
in children (e.g. Diener & Mangelsdorf, 1999; Grolnick et al., 1996; Sethi et al., 2000), further
research is needed to identify biological processes underlying typical development and
developmental psychopathology related to ER (Casey, Oliveri, & Insel, 2014). Introspective and
language limitations reduce children’s ability to accurately share their subjective emotional
experiences, limiting the sensitivity and internal validity of self-report measures. Thus,
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identifying biobehavioral measures of ER will clarify processes underlying individual
differences in ER and interactions with emotional adjustment.
Two promising techniques provide ideal methods to investigate physiological and
neurocognitive indexes of ER in children: respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA), and the late
positive potential (LPP). When used in conjunction with behavioral measures of spontaneous
child ER, as well as child- and parent- report of ER abilities, and psychopathology symptoms,
this multimethod approach has the potential to clarify the development of ER more
comprehensively than each of these measures individually.
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA). The two branches of the autonomic nervous
system (ANS), the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and parasympathetic nervous system
(PSNS), interact to maintain physiological homeostasis during rest, and determine the timing and
magnitude of emotional arousal. The sinoatrial node of the heart is innervated by a branch of the
vagus nerve originating in the nucleus ambiguous of the brainstem. The vagus nerve impedes the
sinoatrial node, and is thus referred to as the “vagal brake” (Porges, 2001). Cardiac vagal tone
describes the maintenance of PSNS activity that occurs when this “vagal brake” is engaged,
which induces calm during periods of safety, allowing for resource preservation during rest.
Release of the “vagal brake” allows for the engagement of the SNS, preparing the individual to
face an emotional challenge by activating physiological mechanisms underlying action, and by
directing attention inward to problem-solve and cope with a stressor.
According to Polyvagal Theory (Porges, 1995, 2007), these biological processes
underlying the interaction of the SNS and PSNS can be indexed by respiratory sinus arrhythmia
(RSA), which quantifies the change in inter-beat intervals of the heart across the respiration
cycle. A growing body of research has provided support for the use respiratory sinus arrhythmia
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(RSA) as an index of ER ability in both children and adults (Calkins, 1997; Calkins & Dedmon,
2000; Calkins & Keane, 2004; Dennis, Buss, & Hastings, 2012, review; Porges, 1996, 1997).
Low resting state RSA, which corresponds to poor feedback between the central and peripheral
nervous systems and implies a blunted range of potential ability to flexibly change between
PSNS and SNS engagement (Thayer & Lane, 2000), has been related to ER difficulties and
symptoms of psychopathology in children including depression, externalizing, and internalizing
problems (e.g. Calkins & Dedmon, 2000; Fox, 1989). In contrast, greater resting RSA is related
to positive adjustment (Graziano & Derefinko, 2013; Graziano et al., 2007), better social skills
(Eisenberg et al., 1995), and empathy (Fabes, Eisenberg, & Eisenbud, 1993).
More recently, researchers have focused on dynamic change in RSA activity from resting
state to when facing an emotional challenge. Since RSA can be measured during ambulatory
recording, it represents an ideal measure for targeting individual differences ability to regulate
emotions in real time. While high resting state RSA, or greater PSNS engagement, indicates
adaptive induction of calm during periods of safety, greater reduction in RSA during an
emotional challenge demonstrates adaptive PSNS disengagement and SNS engagement, or
preparation to cope with unpleasant emotions (Porges, 2007). A greater reduction in RSA during
an emotional challenge versus resting state is termed RSA suppression, and can be used to index
individual differences in range of physiological flexibility in the service of ER. Greater (more
negative) RSA suppression, has been shown to correspond to greater reported use of adaptive ER
strategies and less emotion dysregulation in children (Blandon, Calkins, Keane, & O'Brien,
2008; Calkins & Keane, 2004; Gottman & Katz, 2002; Hessler & Fainsilber Katz, 2007). In a
longitudinal study tracking RSA throughout early childhood, Calkins and Keane (2004) found
that RSA remained relatively stable throughout this range of development, and that adaptive
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RSA suppression corresponded to less emotional negativity, better social skills, and fewer
behavioral problems. Other studies have demonstrated links between a restricted range of RSA
range from resting state to emotional challenge and depressive symptoms (Gentzler, Santucci,
Kovacs, & Fox, 2009), as well as ADHD (Musser et al., 2011). In addition, among a non-clinical
sample of 5- to- 13-year-olds, greater RSA suppression during a sad film clip compared to
baseline was related to greater parent-reported ER competence and lower depressive symptoms,
suggesting that the ability to flexibly modulate ANS activity corresponds to adaptive
management of distress (Gentzler et al., 2009). RSA has also been shown to be related to
behavioral ER strategy choice. For instance, greater RSA suppression has been linked to greater
positive engagement with an experimenter during a frustrating waiting task (Calkins, 1997).
Also, another study (Calkins & Dedmon, 2000) showed that children in the clinical range for
externalizing behavioral problems showed less RSA suppression during emotional challenges,
and also used more dysregulated ER strategies like defiance. Thus, RSA suppression has shown
promise as an index of physiological flexibility that predicts actual ER behavior.
Several studies have also demonstrated that RSA is related to social interaction, and the
flexibility of RSA may depend on social context. For instance, RSA suppression is enhanced
when children receive support from their parents during an emotionally challenging task (Calkins
& Dedmon, 2000; Calkins, Graziano, & Keane, 2007) suggesting that parents can bolster their
children’s ability to adaptively engage the SNS to a greater degree to cope with unpleasant
emotions, thus exhibiting physiological flexibility. However, specific aspects of parenting
context moderate the relationship between RSA suppression and social-emotional functioning.
Hastings et al. (2008) found that RSA suppression was related to better social competency, but
only for children with mothers who were not over-controlling. Consistent with this notion that
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social context dictates the adaptiveness of RSA suppression, among children who suffered
maltreatment, RSA suppression during a task with their parent was related to blunted selfregulation (Skowron, Cipriano-Essel, Benjamin, Pincus, & Van Ryzin, 2013). These findings
suggest that RSA suppression is maladaptive in social contexts in which interpersonal
relationship quality is poor, and conversely RSA augmentation, or increased PSNS activity
during a challenge versus baseline, may serve as a protective factor in maltreatment contexts.
Further, Hastings et al. (2008) showed that RSA augmentation corresponded with lower
internalizing and externalizing problems, and better self-regulation. In this case, the behavioral
task involved playing in a room in the company of a stranger, and the authors suggested that the
ability to evaluate the social situation as safe, and not necessitating physiological arousal, was
related to better adjustment. Taken together, these findings call for further research in the role of
social context on child physiological flexibility.
While many studies have demonstrated the utility of RSA as an indicator of ER
flexibility, several questions remain. First, some studies have suggested that RSA augmentation,
or an increase in PSNS engagement during an emotional challenge may be an indicator of selfinhibition or purposeful cognitive ER processes (Butler, Wilhelm, & Gross, 2006; Davis,
Quiñones-Camacho, & Buss, 2016; Ingjaldsson, 2002; Sloan & Epstein, 2005). Specifically,
instructions to reappraise negative emotional responses have been shown to induce RSA
augmentation one study with 5- to- 6- year-olds (Davis et al., 2016) and one with adults (Butler
et al., 2006), suggesting that the direction of adaptive physiological flexibility may be depend on
the emotional context or strategy used. In addition, although previous studies have illustrated the
link between RSA and adaptive social-emotional functioning (e.g. Hastings et al., 2008),
examination of RSA during complex parent-child social interactions is needed, particularly due
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to the notion that parenting context influences child physiological flexibility (Hastings & De,
2008; Skowron et al., 2013).
RSA Summary. RSA suppression represents an established measure of range of ANS
modulation, which represents one aspect of ER flexibility that corresponds to emotional
adjustment in children and adults. The current study will build on previous studies by clarifying
the effect of cognitive reappraisal on physiological flexibility in ecologically valid social
contexts. Further, ER flexibility indexed by RSA will be examined as a predictor of emotional
adjustment and complex and spontaneous behaviors exemplifying adaptive behavioral ER during
emotional challenges. Finally, since RSA is downstream measure of cortical control over
physiological processes (Lane et al., 2009; Thayer & Lane, 2000), Beauchaine (2015) calls for
more research which measures both CNS and peripheral indexes of ER concurrently. The current
study will address this gap by examining RSA in conjunction with a neurocognitive measure of
ER flexibility, the late positive potential (LPP).
The Late positive potential (LPP). Event-related potentials are highly sensitive
measures of the flexible modulation of emotion. Previous research indicates that a scalp-recorded
event-related potential (ERP) called the late positive potential (LPP) is sensitive to the use of
reappraisal (Hajcak & Nieuwenhuis, 2006; Schupp et al., 2000). The LPP is a slow, positivegoing waveform that emerges starting around 200 to 300 milliseconds after a visual stimulus is
presented, is sustained throughout and following stimulus presentation (Hajcak & Olvet, 2008),
and is maximal at posterior recording sites on the scalp, including occipital sites in children
(Hajcak & Dennis, 2009). LPP amplitudes are larger in response to affectively positive and
negative as compared to neutral stimuli (Foti & Hajcak, 2008), and larger LPP amplitudes are
correlated with increased affective arousal (Cuthbert, Schupp, Bradley, Birbaumer, & Lang,
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2000; Hajcak & Nieuwenhuis, 2006; Schupp et al., 2000). Thus, the LPP is thought to reflect
increased attention to and selective perceptual processing of emotionally evocative material.
Although the spatial resolution of EEG is reduced compared to other neuroimaging
techniques (e.g. fMRI), the large amplitude and sustained nature of the LPP has recently allowed
researchers to begin to identify the neural substrates underlying the LPP (Lang & Bradley, 2010).
Research examining concordance between LPP amplitudes and fMRI BOLD signals suggest
that, when emotional images are viewed, the LPP reflects activation of the parietal,
inferotemporal, and extrastriate visual cortex (Keil et al., 2002; Sabatinelli, Keil, Frank, & Lang,
2013; Sabatinelli, Lang, Keil, & Bradley, 2007). Greater LPP responses to emotional pictures
coincide with greater activity in the prefrontal cortex and amygdala (Liu, Huang, McGinnisDeweese, Keil, & Ding, 2012), suggesting the LPP may index reciprocal interaction between
these regions crucial for the cognitive control of emotions (Ochsner, Silvers, & Buhle, 2012).
Furthermore, magnetoencephalography (MEG) has indicated that greater functional connectivity
between the prefrontal and occipitoparietal cortex underlies the LPP (Moratti, Saugar, & Strange,
2011), suggesting that the LPP may be modulated by top-down processes. In addition, the LPP
may also reflect activity in projections between the amygdala and the visual cortex (Sabatinelli et
al., 2007), which may indicate bottom-up alerting processes initiated by visual processing
(Hajcak, MacNamara, & Olvet, 2010). Taken together, these findings provide converging
evidence that the LPP reflects increased perceptual and/or attentional processes engaged by
emotional material (Sabatinelli et al., 2007).
Importantly, when individuals are asked to modulate their emotional responses to stimuli,
LPP amplitudes reflect these changes. For example, when participants are asked to engage in
cognitive reappraisal by re-interpreting the meaning of an unpleasant image in a more positive
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way, LPP amplitudes are reduced (Foti & Hajcak, 2008; MacNamara, Ochsner, & Hajcak, 2011),
suggesting that the LPP has utility as a neural indicator of reappraisal. Furthermore, instructions
to enhance responses to emotional stimuli result in increased LPP amplitudes, (Moser,
Krompinger, Dietz, & Simons, 2009), suggesting that the LPP is also sensitive to up-regulation.
Individual differences in the range of this bidirectional, intention-driven modulation of the LPP
reflects an aspect of ER flexibility. Greater emotional range, as demonstrated by greater degree
of LPP amplitude modulation across increase, decrease, and maintain conditions, is associated
with greater self-reported ER (Hajcak & Nieuwenhuis, 2006; Moser et al., 2009). In contrast, a
restricted range of LPP up- and down- regulation has been associated with ER difficulties and
psychopathology symptoms including panic disorder (Zhang et al., 2016), high trait anxiety (Qi
et al., 2016), and suicidal ideation (Kudinova et al., 2016).
A few studies have harnessed the LPP in children to examine emotional processing.
Kujawa, Klein, and Hajcak (2012) showed that, like adults, children showed greater LPP
amplitudes in response to unpleasant and pleasant emotional images compared to neutral.
Kujawa, Klein, and Proudfit (2013) showed that LPP responses indexing emotional reactivity are
relatively stable across development among 8- to- 13- year-olds. Further, the magnitude of
emotional reactivity to emotional versus neutral faces was blunted among children of mothers
with a history of depression, suggesting that the LPP reflects emotional processes that are
sensitive to hereditary or social context (Kujawa, Hajcak, Torpey, Kim, & Klein, 2012).
While research using the LPP to study emotional reactivity in children has been
consistent, findings of studies that have examined the LPP in relation to ER in children have
been mixed. For example, in one study targeting five to seven-year-olds, children failed to
reduce LPPs via reappraisal (DeCicco, Solomon, & Dennis, 2012). However, this same group of
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children showed the expected reappraisal-induced reductions in the LPP by eight to nine years of
age (DeCicco, O'Toole, & Dennis, 2014), and greater range of LPP modulation was related to
lower parent-reported anxiety symptoms (DeCicco et al., 2014; Dennis & Hajcak, 2009). Despite
what appears to be developmental maturation in the LPP response to reappraisal in young
children, one study (Babkirk, Rios, & Dennis, 2015) suggests that some children as young as five
years of age demonstrate reappraisal-induced reductions in the LPP, and that this adult-like
biological signature longitudinally corresponded to actual ER behavior. Measurement of
spontaneous behavioral ER strategies during emotional challenges showed that these reductions
in LPP amplitudes via reappraisal predict the use of adaptive ER strategy use two years later. In
particular, greater repertoires of regulatory strategy use were demonstrated by children who
showed this neurocognitive signature, compared to those who did not, potentially indicating
greater ER flexibility. These findings highlight the importance of relating biological indices of
ER to actual observed behavior, and suggest that the LPP may be a sensitive measure of
individual differences in ER flexibility, and thus could represent a measure of emotional
competence that could have predictive and clinical significance.
LPP Summary. While findings with adult samples have consistently demonstrated that
the range of LPP amplitude modulation is related to positive mental health outcomes, the utility
of the LPP in children is still unclear. A significant barrier to interpreting previous findings
related to the LPP is that the methods used to assess children’s neurocognitive responses to
reappraisal were based on the adult literature and may not reflect ecologically valid and
developmentally-appropriate ways to measure child reappraisal. In particular, given the crucial
role of parents in young children’s ER (e.g. Baker, Fenning, Crnic, Baker, & Blacher, 2007;
Sales & Fivush, 2005) children’s ER flexibility abilities may be underestimated in the absence of
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a supportive social context. The present study will systematically vary social context while the
LPP is measured in a directed reappraisal task with the goal of establishing the LPP as a social
context-sensitive measure of ER flexibility.
Biological Signatures of ER Summary. RSA suppression and the LPP represent
promising biological signatures of ER in childhood. In particular, these metrics both capture
dynamic change in biological responses during emotional experience and regulation. Given the
potential importance of conceptualizing adaptiveness of ER approaches in terms of flexibility
versus discrete strategy use (Bonanno & Burton, 2013), these features of RSA suppression and
the LPP position them to be valuable indexes of flexibility. In addition, consistent with the goals
of this study, these metrics have the potential to be sensitive to social context, allowing for the
detection of individual differences in ER flexibility based on specific situational demands.
Social context: The social regulation of emotion
ER in childhood has a prominent social component given the degree to which parents
support child ER efforts. Through emotion-related socialization (Eisenberg, Cumberland, &
Spinrad, 1998), parents shape their children’s emotional functioning by how they react to their
child’s emotions, active discussion of emotion, and the parent’s own expression and regulation
of their emotions. For instance, parents can explicitly teach their children how to manage their
emotions by conveying information about when emotional expression is appropriate, or
explaining strategies to reduce negative emotions (e.g. Camras & Shuster, 2013, review). In
addition, children learn through observation, modeling, and social referencing of their parent’s
own emotional responding and ER (Morris, Silk, Steinberg, Myers, & Robinson, 2007). For
instance, Halberstadt and Eaton (2002) showed that children are more likely to show positive
emotional expressivity, a type of ER related to greater social competence and adjustment
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(Halberstadt, Crisp, & Eaton, 1999) when their parent also shows this behavior. Thus, examining
child ER in social contexts similar to those experienced in daily life should maximize ecological
validity and generalizability of results.
Indeed, according to Social Baseline Theory (Beckes & Coan, 2011), one’s
neurocognitive capabilities are most accurately measured when an individual is assessed in a
social context. That is, the human brain evolved in environments with consistent social
components, assessment of neural functioning in isolation represents an inaccurate and blunted
version of the brain processes that occur in daily life. For instance, in a series of studies (Coan,
Schaefer, & Davidson, 2005; Coan & Maresh, 2014; Coan, Schaefer, & Davidson, 2006) which
measured brain responses to the threat of shock, when participants held the hand of a stranger,
threat-related neural activity was reduced in comparison to a control no-hand-holding condition.
Furthermore, holding the hand of a significant other, particularly when relationship satisfaction
was highly rated, reduced threat responses significantly more so than holding a stranger’s hand,
suggesting that the nature of the social relationship dictates the relative advantage provided by a
potentially supportive social context. In relation to ER, social proximity could thus preserve
neurocognitive and physiological resources that can then be allocated more efficiently to flexible
and adaptive ER. These findings highlight the importance of considering social context when
examining biological and behavioral metrics of ER. Consistent with this notion, Gee et al. (2014)
showed that greater amygdala-prefrontal connectivity associated with mature ER, which allows
for greater functional cross-communication between these brain regions, including greater frontal
suppression of the amygdala, was exhibited when children viewed a picture of their mother, but
not a stranger. This study further showed that children demonstrate better ER during an
emotional behavioral task when the mother was present, compared to when a stranger was
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present. Further, Tottenham (2015) recently proposed the working Neurobiological Model of
Parental Influence based on research with previously institutionalized and thus socially-deprived
children and adolescents. The model argues that during childhood, consistent parent presence
and support bolster prefrontal cortex activity and dampen amygdala reactivity in children to
enhance ER functioning in the developing brain.
Social Scaffolding. In addition to the impact of the mere presence of a parent on child
ER, elaborative socio-emotional interactions also likely contribute to children’s self-regulation
(Eisenberg et al., 1998, review; Maccoby, 1992, review). Social scaffolding is a technique
through which parents can increase their children’s functioning in a given domain at a level
exceeding what they could achieve alone (Bibok, Carpendale, & Müller, 2009; Wood, Bruner, &
Ross, 1976). More specifically, effective scaffolding practices draw a child into the zone of
proximal development, or the range of ability just above the child’s individual functioning, but
below the full ability of the parent (Vygotsky, 1978; Wood et al., 1976). A large body of
research has focused on parental scaffolding of child’s cognitive performance (e.g. Gottman,
Katz, & Hooven, 1996; McNaughton & Leyland, 1990; Mermelshtine, 2017, review; Morrissey
& Brown, 2009; Neitzel & Stright, 2003; Pino-Pasternak & Whitebread, 2010, review; Pratt,
Green, MacVicar, & Bountrogianni, 1992). For example, parent scaffolding of child problemsolving skills in early childhood increases the child’s persistence during a challenging cognitive
task (Neitzel & Stright, 2003). Gottman et al. (1996) measured parents’ level of scaffolding of
their 5-to-8-year-old children during collaborative cognitive-based behavioral tasks. High quality
scaffolding, defined as giving developmentally appropriate information about the goals and
restrictions of the tasks, and letting the child take the lead but intervening when needed, was
related to greater child academic achievement. Pratt et al. (1992) highlighted another crucial
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aspect of effective scaffolding, showing that child learning is bolstered when parents withdraw or
lower the intensity of support when children gain proficiency and confidence in the task.
While cognitive scaffolding entails a degree of sensitivity to the child’s emotional state in
the service of completing a cognitive-based task (e.g. Neitzel & Stright, 2003), parents can also
scaffold with the primary goal of aiding ER during an emotional challenge. Emotional
scaffolding requires parents to be sensitive to the child’s emotional state and help them modulate
that state or expression if needed (Dix, 1991). More specifically, a parenting strategy related to
effective scaffolding is emotion coaching, which involves emphasizing and placing value on a
child’s emotional experience, and proactively helping them learn to manage and express their
emotions through direct instruction (e.g. Fabes, Leonard, Kupanoff, & Martin, 2001; Morris et
al., 2007). Gottman et al. (1996) propose that high quality emotional scaffolding emerges as a
part of parents’ meta-emotion philosophy, which encompasses parents’ awareness and
acceptance of emotional expressions of themselves and others (Gottman, Katz, & Hooven,
1997). Specifically, greater self-reported parental acceptance of child emotions has been linked
to greater reported child ER (Ramsden & Hubbard, 2002). Further, when parents discuss
stressful events with their children using explanatory and emotional language, their children
show fewer behavioral problems (Sales & Fivush, 2005), while in the opposite association has
been shown when parents are dismissive or disparaging of their child’s emotional expression
(Lunkenheimer, Shields, & Cortina, 2007). Parental emotional scaffolding is also associated with
improved comprehension of internal states of others (e.g. Clarke-Stewart & Beck, 1999), better
parent and teacher reported social skills (Baker et al., 2007), and fewer externalizing and
internalizing symptoms (Sales & Fivush, 2005). These findings suggest that measurement of
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parental scaffolding of child ER is essential to accurately understanding child regulatory abilities
and emotional adjustment.
Spontaneously generated emotional scaffolding in parent-child dyads has also been observed in
emotionally challenging behavioral laboratory tasks (e.g. Hoffman, Crnic, & Baker, 2006;
Morris et al., 2011). Specifically, one study (Morris et al., 2011) found that when mothers
scaffold the use of relatively adaptive ER approaches like cognitive reappraisal and attentional
refocusing, children show less negative emotions during a disappointing behavioral task.
Another study found that greater observed parent emotional scaffolding was longitudinally
related to less child emotional dysregulation across a range of emotional challenges (Hoffman et
al., 2006). These findings suggest that individual differences in parent scaffolding may provide
insight into why some school-aged children show neurocognitive patterns consistent with
successful ER, while others are not (Babkirk et al., 2015). Taken together, these studies suggest
that to comprehensively assess child ER using neurocognitive and physiological indicators of ER
flexibility, it is important to consider the parent-child social context.
Social Context Summary. Parent socialization plays a key role in children’s ER
learning. The mere presence of others influences neurocognitive brain functioning underlying ER
proficiency (Beckes & Coan, 2011), and simply viewing a picture of a parent during an ER
paradigm enhances connectivity between brain regions underlying ER. Parents also actively
scaffold child ER to bolster their regulatory abilities beyond what they could achieve alone.
Although many previous studies have established scaffolding as key component of successful
learning in children, Mermelshtine (2017) calls for more thorough investigation of the link
between parent scaffolding and aspects of socioemotional development. Notably, while previous
studies have consistently shown that high quality parental scaffolding habits are related to
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positive adjustment in children, no study to date has tested the link between social scaffolding
and biological signatures of ER flexibility. Also, since scaffolding appears to represent a largely
beneficial parenting approach, prompting parents to scaffold in a standardized paradigm should
bolster child ER regardless of habitual scaffolding practice. The current study will
systematically manipulate parent-child context, and also measure spontaneously generated
scaffolding of child ER during interactions, to investigate the sensitivity of candidate biological
signatures of ER to social context.
Overall summary
In sum, decades of developmental research show that ER is a fundamental correlate of
emotional adjustment and adaptation both concurrently and longitudinally in childhood.
Emerging work in the adult literature suggests that examining ER in terms of flexibility and
social context-sensitivity yields more specific and robust measures of ER mechanisms
underlying health emotional adjustment as well as psychopathology. Yet, several empirical gaps
and methodological limitations contribute to an incomplete understanding of social contextsensitive and dynamic measures of ER in childhood that may influence adaptation throughout the
lifespan. Major gaps include: (1) conceptualizing ER strategies as adaptive versus maladaptive as
opposed to conceptualizing ER in terms of ER flexibility; (2) inadequate understanding of
biological underpinnings of ER, (3) a lack of consideration the crucial contextual factors that
influence the impact of ER, such as the parent-child social context in childhood; and (4) how
ER-relevant biological, behavioral, and social contextual factors interrelate and can be used to
predict emotional adjustment.
Overall, no study to date has integrated neural, physiological, and behavioral measures
in contexts that vary in terms of parental emotional scaffolding. The current study combines
these approaches, with the goal of establishing social context-sensitive biological signatures of
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adaptive ER flexibility that predict emotional adjustment in typically-developing school-aged
children.
The Current Study
Target age range. School-aged children from ages of 5 to 8 years old were included in
the current study. This age was chosen for the investigation of social context-sensitive biological
signatures of ER flexibility. Specifically, Tottenham (2015) suggested that this developmental
period is characterized by low or emerging frontal control over highly active limbic areas,
brain regions related to emotional reactivity and regulation. This suggests that it is during this
school-age period that both individual differences in ER ability and the potential impact of
parent presence and scaffolding on bolstering of ER flexibility indexed by both RSA and the
LPP metrics of ER are maximal. Further, previous studies have demonstrated a wide range of
variability in neurocognitive flexibility indexed by the LPP (e.g. DeCicco et al., 2012). Thus,
this age range may be a key period to test for developmental shifts in ER flexibility.
Goals and Hypotheses. In the current study, we conceptualized ER as the ability to
dynamically change emotional responses, and focused on two biological signatures that reflect
individual differences in this ER flexibility. Specific Aim 1 is use two target biological
signatures of ER (the LPP and RSA) that highlight ER range as an aspect of flexibility, to predict
behavioral ER and emotional adjustment. The hypotheses for Aim 1 are as follows. H1: Greater
reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP during a Directed Reappraisal Task (DRT), indicating a
greater range of ER flexibility, will predict more use of adaptive ER behavior during emotional
challenges, as well as greater parent-reported child emotional adjustment. H2a: Greater
reappraisal-induced RSA suppression during the DRT will predict more use of adaptive ER
behaviors and greater parent-reported emotional adjustment. H2b: Greater RSA suppression
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during an emotionally challenging behavioral task will predict more concurrent use of adaptive
ER behaviors and greater parent-reported emotional adjustment.
ER may be most accurately measured when children are in a social context in which there
is the opportunity to receive adult scaffolding. Without understanding the developmental context
of ER measurement, neurocognitive studies of child ER may inaccurately measure a child’s
regulatory functioning, thus limiting the identification of clinically- and developmentallyrelevant biological signatures.
Specific Aim 2 is to establish the LPP and RSA as social context-sensitive biological
signatures of ER in children. Social context was taken into account in two unique ways: first by
systematically manipulating social context while the biological signatures were measures, and
second by observing parent spontaneous scaffolding of child ER during behavioral tasks. The
LPP and RSA are predicted to be sensitive to social context, with patterns of neurocognitive and
physiological responding differing based on parent-child context. The hypotheses for Aim 2 are
as follows. H3: Children who complete the DRT while parents provide scaffolding, versus alone,
will show greater reappraisal-induced RSA suppression and greater reappraisal-induced
reduction of the LPP. Children who complete the task with parents merely present are expected
to show intermediate levels of ER flexibility indexed by the LPP and RSA. H4: Children whose
parents provide high quality scaffolding of child cognitive and emotional functioning during
behavioral challenges, indicating adaptive habitual social support during parent-child
interactions, will show greater ER flexibility indexed by the LPP and RSA.
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Method
Participants
Eighty-six children [44 (51.2%) female] were recruited to participate along with the
primary caregiver of each child (total of 172 participants). Four children were excluded from
the EEG analyses due to technical error (n = 1), unusable recording (n = 1) or EEG refusal (n =
2). Twelve children were excluded from the ECG analyses due to unusable recordings (n = 3), or
because ECG was added to the protocol after data collection commenced (n = 9). 1 Thus 82 dyads
were included in all EEG analyses, and 74 were included in all ECG analyses.
Children ranged in age from five to eight years old, or 61.13 to 108.60 (M = 83.22; SD
= 13.57) months. Participants were recruited from the New York City community via multiple
sources (e.g. Facebook advertisement, parenting blogs, family-oriented community events,
Craigslist) to maximize the sample diversity. Child ethnicity was as follows: 38 (44.2%)
White, 14 (16.3%) Black/African-American, 7 (8.1%) Hispanic/Latino, 9 (10.5%) Asian, 2
(2.3%) Black and another category, 1 (1.2%) Hispanic and another category, and 15 (17.4%)
reported other. Parent education ranged from High School (9th Grade) to Doctorate level
(Median = Bachelor’s Degree), and annual household income ranged from less than $10,000
to $150,000 and up (Med. = $90,000 to $120,000).
Phone screens were conducted with parents prior to appointment scheduling to exclude
participants with previous and/or current psychological disorders such as autism or attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder and language or learning delays. Parents were compensated $50,
and children received a sticker page, astronaut ice cream, and a small gift (e.g. slinky).

1

The pattern of results pertaining to EEG did not differ when conducted without those participants missing ECG
data.
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Materials and Procedure
The study schedule lasted approximately 3 hours with breaks included, and proceeded as
follows: (a) informed consent and assent (10 min); (b) parent questionnaires (20 min); (c) ECG
and EEG application (30 min); (d) Baseline Task(10 min); (e) Directed Reappraisal Task (45
min); (f) clean-up (15 min); (g) behavioral tasks (30 min) 2; (h) debriefing (10 min).
Questionnaires.
Emotion Regulation Checklist (ERCL). Parents completed the ERCL (Shields &
Cicchetti, 1997), a 24-item measure of child ER. The ERCL yields three subscales indicating
positive regulation, negative lability, and dysregulation.
Child Behavioral Checklist (CBCL). Parents also completed the CBCL (Achenbach &
Rescorla, 2001). Five-year-olds were assessed using the CBCL for ages 1 ½ to 5, and 6-, 7-, and
8- year-olds were assessed using the CBCL for ages 6 and up. This questionnaire consists of 20
items that measure competence, and 120 items that measure emotional or behavioral problems.
Screen for Child Anxiety Related Emotional Disorders (SCARED - Parent Version). The
SCARED (Birmaher et al., 1997) is a 41-item measure of child anxiety symptoms reported by
the parent. This measure consists of 5 subscales including general anxiety disorder, panic
disorder, separation anxiety disorder, school anxiety, and social anxiety.
Electrocardiography (ECG) and Electroencephalography (EEG) Application.
Following completion of questionnaires, a Biopac MP150 wireless system (Biopac Systems, CA,
USA) was applied. Sticker-based electrodes were placed on each clavicle, and one on the left rib,
and were connected via three leads to a small box attached to a Velcro strap attached around the

2

The order of (e., f.) the DRT and (g.) behavioral tasks block was counterbalanced across participants in the original
study protocol. However, due to significant movement artifacts and child distress during the DRT when it was
completed at the end of the 3 hour visit, all subsequent children completed the DRT before behavioral tasks.
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child’s waist. ECG data was wirelessly transmitted to a computer to allow for ambulatory
recording with Acqknowledge v4.4 software. ECG was recorded continuously during baseline
tasks, the DR task, and two behavioral tasks, with manual event-markers indicating the
beginning and ending of each task. Following ECG application, children were fitted with an
elasticized nylon EEG cap and electrodes were applied according to the international 10/20
system while he/she watched cartoons on the computer outside the EEG booth. EEG was
recorded during the DR task using Biosemi 64 Ag/AgCl active scalp electrodes sampled at 512
Hz. Eye movements were measured by electro-oculogram (EOG) signals from electrodes placed
around each eye. To monitor vertical eye movements, electrodes were positioned 1 cm above and
below the left eye, and to monitor horizontal eye movements electrodes were positioned 1 cm
from the outer edge of each eye. Pre-amplification of the EEG signal was applied at each
electrode during recording to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The voltage from each electrode
was referenced online with respect to the common mode sense active electrode, which produces
a monopolar (nondifferential) channel.
Baseline Task. To compare biological indicators of ER flexibility in behavioral
challenges with an emotionally neutral baseline, children completed a computerized baseline task
lasting approximately 5 minutes. Children were instructed to follow audio directions to either
open or close their eyes for periods of 20 seconds. During eyes-open trials, children were
instructed to look at a cartoon rocket ship that will appear on the screen. During eyes-closed
trials, children were instructed to relax and keep their eyes closed until they hear the next
instruction. A total of 14 trials (7 eyes-open, 7 eyes-closed) were presented randomly. ECG was
recorded continuously throughout the baseline task.
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Directed Reappraisal (DR) Task. Children completed one of three versions of a
computerized Directed Reappraisal Task [DRT; adapted from DeCicco et al. (2012); Figure 1],
during which ECG and EEG were simultaneously recorded. Child and parent (when applicable)
behavior was also video recorded for subsequent coding of child engagement. In each version of
the DRT, children viewed a total of 30 unpleasant and 15 neutral IAPS pictures. The stimuli
were presented in three conditions (reappraisal, negative, neutral), counterbalanced across
participants, each condition lasting approximately 10 minutes with breaks offered between
conditions. Based on random assignment, one third of the sample was placed in the ParentAbsent Group, and completed the DRT without parent assistance. In this version of the task,
picture stimuli were preceded by auditory stories that are played twice in a row to ensure
comprehension. Children were instructed to think about each picture so that it matched the
preceding story. Unpleasant pictures (e.g. snake) were paired with either a negative (“This
poisonous snake is very dangerous.”) or reappraising story (“This snake is harmless; it doesn’t
have teeth.”). Neutral pictures were paired with neutral stories. Each story was followed by a 500
millisecond delay prior to picture stimulus onset. Pictures were then presented for 2000
millisecond with a 1500 millisecond inter-trial interval between each picture and the next story.
Another third of the sample were assigned to the Parent-Present Group. This version of
the task is identical to the other non-scaffolding version, except that the parent was present in the
recording booth, but did not interact with the child or participate during the DRT. Parents were
instructed to sit comfortably on a stool behind the child and complete a questionnaire while their
child completed the computer task. Parents were asked to refrain from interacting with their
child, except to redirect their attention back to the computer should the child attempt to talk to
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them. The purpose of including this condition in the experimental design was to examine the
impact of the mere presence of the parent on children’s neurocognitive responses to the DRT.
Finally, the remaining third of the sample were placed in the Parent-Scaffolding Group
and completed a DRT during which parents scaffolded child reappraisal. The parameters of this
DRT were the same as the one used for the other groups, except parents sat in the recording
booth with their child and participated actively in the task. During each trial, parents read aloud a
scaffolding script that appeared on the computer screen (e.g. Mom reads: “Next we will see a
picture of a snake. Most snakes are harmless, and they don’t come close to people.”), followed
by the same audio story used in the non-scaffolding versions of the DRT (e.g. “This is a snake
that is completely harmless; it doesn’t even have teeth.”), followed by the picture stimulus. To
allow for differences in reading speed, the parent clicked the mouse to manually advance to the
next part of the trial after they read each scaffolding script. Parents received instructions for how
to complete the task earlier during the EEG application period, so that they had time to prepare.
Parents were instructed to read the scaffolding scripts in a neutral but natural tone, and to refrain
from elaborating on the story in any way except what is prompted on the screen.
Following the DRT, the EEG cap and ECG leads were removed, and participants cleaned
up briefly, and then took a 5 – 10-minute snack break.
Behavioral Tasks. Following the snack break, ECG leads were reapplied, and children
and parents completed behavioral tasks measuring parental scaffolding and child ER. The order
of behavioral tasks was counterbalanced across participants.
Waiting Task (WT). The purpose of the WT (Cole, Teti, & Zahn–Waxler, 2003) is to
emotionally challenge children by asking them to wait to open an attractively wrapped gift until
their parent completes paperwork in the same room. Prior to the start of the task, the researcher
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gave the parent a questionnaire to complete, placed a gift on the table and gave the child a small,
boring toy (a plastic fish). Parents were instructed to read the following prompt to their children:
“This is a surprise for you, but you must to wait until I finish my work to open it.” The goal of
this task was for children to inhibit themselves from opening the present. Parents were free to
interact with their children as they wished, allowing for variability in the tendency to scaffold
their children’s attempts at ER. This task lasted 10 minutes, and was video recorded for
subsequent coding.
Block Task (BT). In the BT (adapted from Carr & Pike, 2012; Meins, 1997; Wood, Wood,
& Middleton, 1978), children were instructed to complete five predetermined block designs
which sequentially increased in complexity. Prior to the start of the task, the researcher placed a
set of multicolored blocks on the table in front of the child, and handed the design cards to the
parent. Parents were instructed that “(child’s name) should build the designs, but assist him/her
as needed, like you normally do when you play together”. This task lasted 15 minutes, or until
the child completed all five designs. Interactions were video recorded for subsequent coding.
Debriefing. Parents and children were first debriefed separately during which researchers
explained the main goals of the study. The parent and child were then brought together to discuss
their experiences and ask any remaining questions. If the child reported any moderate to severe
emotional distress, or endorsed any questionnaire items of concern (e.g. suicidality, bullying),
this was discussed during debriefing. All participants were given contact information for family
and child-oriented mental health resources.
ECG and EEG processing. The ECG was segmented during recording based on the
onset and offset of the baseline task and behavioral tasks. Also, ECG was segmented based on
the onset and offset of each DR task condition (reappraisal, negative, neutral), to compare RSA
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differences between conditions. Mindware 3.14 Software was later used to process data, reject
artifacts, and compute scores. Inter-beat intervals (IBI) were defined as the temporal distance
between R-spikes, which represent the contraction of the ventricles of the heart. ECG recordings
were segmented into 30-second sections, which were each manually inspected for missing or
incorrectly labeled R-spikes. Segments with greater than 10% artifacts were not included in
computed scores, consistent with criteria used in previous studies (e.g. Blandon et al., 2008). A
frequency band-pass filter was applied ranging from 0.24 to 1.04 Hz, which represents the range
of spontaneous respiration, consistent with previous studies examining RSA in children (e.g.
Hastings et al., 2008; Skowron et al., 2013). The Porges (1985) method was used to calculate
RSA by applying an algorithm to the heart period data via Mindware software which results in
natural log transformed variance in heart rate period while accounting for respiration in units of
ln(ms)2. RSA suppression (ΔRSA) scores were calculated by subtracting baseline RSA from
RSA during each DRT condition, and each behavioral task. More negative ΔRSA scores
(comparing RSA during an emotional challenge versus baseline) indicated greater ability to
flexibly engage regulatory processes to reduce emotional arousal, the targeted physiological
indicator of ER. To quantify the influence of reappraisal on RSA during the DRT, difference
scores were calculated between ΔRSA to negative trials minus ΔRSA to reappraisal trials.
Greater positive difference scores indicated a greater impact of directed reappraisal in the service
of successful RSA suppression.
Brain Vision Analyzer (Version 2.2, GmbH, Munich, DE) was used to prepare the EEG
data. All data were re-referenced offline to the mastoids and filtered with a low cutoff frequency
of .1 Hz and a high cut-off frequency of 30 Hz. Stimulus-locked data were segmented into
epochs for each trial ranging from 400 ms before picture onset to 2000 ms after (length of
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stimulus presentation), with a 400 ms baseline correction. Ocular correction was performed to
identify and correct blinks and horizontal eye movements (Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1983).
Artifacts were identified using the following criteria and removed from analyses: data with
voltage steps greater than 75 µV, changes within a given segment greater than 200 µV,
amplitude differences greater than 120 µV in a segment, and activity lower than .2 µV per 100
milliseconds. In addition to this semi-automatic identification of artifacts, trials were also
visually inspected for further artifacts, which were removed on a trial-by-trial basis. 3 All EEG
parameters used were consistent with other studies with children in this age range (Babkirk et al.,
2015; DeCicco et al., 2012).
The LPP was quantified as the mean amplitude at electrode sites PO3, PO4, PO7, PO8,
POz, O1, Oz, O2, and Iz for each stimulus type (negative, reappraisal, neutral) within the DRT
(Figure 2). The early window (200 ms to 800 ms post stimulus onset) was targeted for analyses,
since previous studies (e.g. Babkirk et al., 2015) have shown that this segment of the LPP
predicts ER strategy use in children. Cognitive reappraisal was assessed by calculating difference
scores between mean LPP amplitudes to negative trials minus LPP amplitudes to reappraisal
trials. Greater positive difference scores indicate a greater impact of directed reappraisal on the
LPP, the targeted neurocognitive indicator of ER.
Behavioral Coding.
Directed Reappraisal Task: Child Engagement. The DR task was coded using a scheme
developed by the researchers to examine child attention to and engagement with the task. For
each trial, audio story and picture presentation portions were coded separately for behaviors
indicating inattention or disengagement from the task, including talking and looking away from
3

Average trial counts out of a total possible 30 trials for each condition are as follows: Negative (M = 27.19; SD =
4.60); Reappraisal (M = 27.59; SD = 3.78); Neutral (M = 27.05; SD = 3.05).
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the screen. Videos were coded by four independent coders (Mκ = .81, SD = .12), and inattention
was quantified for each child as the sum score, separately for each DR task condition (neutral,
negative reappraisal). Child engagement in the DR task was used to rule out that the influence of
parent context simply prompted children to be more attentive to the task, rather than directly
bolstering ER.
Waiting Task: Child Emotion Regulation Strategy Use. The WT was coded for ER
strategy use and flexibility using a coding scheme developed by the researchers (Babkirk et al.,
2015; Appendix A). Frequency of ER strategy use (including comforting, attentional avoidance,
social engagement, prohibited object engagement, boring object engagement, and alternative
activity use) was coded in 30 second epochs by four independent coders (Mκ = .73, SD = .09). To
account for individual differences in overall activity, ratio scores were computed for each child
by dividing the frequency of use for each strategy by the total frequency across all behaviors. A
greater ER strategy ratio score indicates greater proportional use of that strategy throughout the
task. We also examined repertoire of ER strategy use by computing a score to reflect how many
of the possible six ER strategies of interest each child used.
Waiting Task: Parental Scaffolding of Child Emotion Regulation. The WT was also
coded for parent scaffolding behavior by four independent coders (Mκ = .82, SD = .21), using the
Maternal Scaffolding Coding System (Maslin-Cole & Spieker, 1990; Appendix B). Motivational
and emotional scaffolding were each was rated globally for the entire 10-minute task on a scale
of 1 (low quality) to 5 (high quality). For motivational scaffolding, high scores indicated that
throughout the task, the parent successfully helped the child maintain understanding of the rules
of the task, and persistence toward the goal of waiting to open the present. For emotional
scaffolding, high scores indicated that throughout the task, parents placed value on child’s
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attempts to express and regulate their own emotions, sharing of positive emotions, high maternal
sensitivity, and an emphasis on child efficacy in ER. Sum scores were also computed to quantify
overall maternal scaffolding during the WT.
Block Task: Parental Scaffolding of Child Performance. The BT was coded by four
independent coders (Mκ = .76, SD = .09) for parent scaffolding of child’s ability to correctly
complete the block designs using a coding scheme adapted from Carr and Pike (2012; Appendix
C). Parent scaffolding interventions were coded on a scale from 0 (simple feedback; e.g.
“Good.”) to 6 (Taking control; e.g. “Let me do it”, parent builds alone). Following each parent
intervention, subsequent child actions were coded as either (0) no action, (1) incorrect block
placement, or (2) correct block placement. Parent scaffolding scores were then computed based
on the contingency rule (Carr & Pike, 2012; Meins, 1997; Wood et al., 1978) or how well the
parent adjusted his/her interventions based on the child’s success or failure. Contingent shifting
was defined as the parent either increasing their level of intervention following an incorrect or
absent block placement by the child, or maintaining/decreasing their level of intervention
following a correct block placement by the child. Fixed failure feedback was defined as the
parent either maintaining or decreasing their level of intervention following an incorrect or
absent block placement by the child. Finally, over intervention referred to when parents
increased their level of intervention despite the child correctly placing blocks. Each time one of
these patterns of behavior occurred, the parent was assigned a point for the appropriate
scaffolding variable. To control for individual differences in overall quantity of intervention
instances, the total number of interventions was entered as a covariate in regression analyses.
Greater contingent shifting and less fixed failure feedback indicated more appropriate
scaffolding of the child’s ability to build the block designs.
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Results

Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics for behavioral coding, the LPP, and RSA are presented in Tables 1,
2, and 3, respectively. Of the total 86 child participants, 30 (34.5%) were in the parentscaffolding (PS) group, 29 (33.3%) were in the parent-present (PP) group, and 27 (31.0%) were
in the parent-absent (PA) group. 4 Table 4 presents age and gender distributions across each
group and for the sample as a whole.
LPP and RSA were not significantly related to each other (p’s > .05), indicating that these
measures represent independent biological signatures of child ER. Gender differences were
examined for biological and behavioral measures using independent samples t-tests. There were
no significant gender differences for the LPP or RSA (p’s > .05). In the WT, females (M = .04;
SD = .06) exhibited marginally greater use of comforting behaviors compared to males [(M =
.02; SD = .03); t (71.42) = -1.937, p = .06], and females (M = .08; SD = .08) showed significantly
lower use of social engagement compared to males [(M = .12; SD = .10); t (84) = 1.962, p = .05].
For this reason, gender was entered as a covariate for regression analyses below.
Pearson correlations were conducted to examine relationships between child age and the
two biological signatures (LPP and RSA). For the sample as a whole, age in months was not
significantly related to the LPP in each of the DR task conditions (p’s > .05), nor to RSA across
any of the tasks (p’s > .05). Age was also examined in relation to biological signatures separately
for each social context group during the DRT. In the parent-scaffolding group only, older

4

For LPP analyses (n = 82), 28 (34.1%) were in the parent-scaffolding (PS) group, 28 (34.1%) were in the parentpresent (PP) group, and 26 (31.7%) were in the parent-absent (PA) group. For RSA analyses (n = 74), 24 (32.4%)
were in the parent-scaffolding (PS) group, 26 (35.1%) were in the parent-present (PP) group, and 24 (32.4%) were
in the parent-absent (PA) group. Age and gender distributions did not significantly differ across LPP, RSA samples,
nor the entire sample, p’s > .10.
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children showed lower LPP amplitudes in the reappraisal (r = -.398, p = .036) and neutral (r = .447, p = .017) conditions, but there was no significant relationship with age for the negative
condition, nor for difference scores indicating reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP (p’s >
.05). Also, older children in the parent-scaffolding group showed less RSA suppression for the
neutral condition (r = .421, p = .045) only. No significant relationships between age and
biological signatures in the DRT emerged for the parent-present or parent-absent groups (p’s >
.10). Since age was significantly correlated with biological signatures of ER, age in months was
entered as a covariate in regression analyses below.
Inattention during the Directed Reappraisal Task. Child inattention during the DRT
was investigated as a potential confound of neurocognitive and physiological responses to
emotional stimuli. Frequency of child inattention was examined in relation to each biological
signature. Greater child inattention during the neutral condition was significantly correlated with
lower LPP amplitudes to neutral trials (r = -.241, p = .043), however there was no significant
relationship between inattention and the LPP for negative (r = .017, p = .885) or reappraisal (r =
-.131, p = .275) trials. For RSA, inattention was not significantly related to suppression during
any condition (p’s > .10). An analysis of variance revealed that child inattention during the DRT
did not significantly differ across social context groups (p’s > .05).
Analytic Plan
Aim 1 is to evaluate the LPP and RSA as predictors of adaptive behavioral patterns and
emotional adjustment. In pursuit of Aim 1, the LPP metric of ER was calculated as LPP
amplitudes to negative minus reappraisal interpretations. This reappraisal-induced reduction of
the LPP is thought to reflect neurocognitive flexibility such that a greater, more positive
difference score indicates a larger range of emotional modulation via reappraisal. Similarly, RSA
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suppression (ΔRSA) scores were calculated by subtracting baseline RSA from RSA during
emotional challenges (separately for WT, BT, and each DRT condition). More negative ΔRSA
scores indicate greater ability to flexibly engage regulatory processes to reduce emotional
arousal, the targeted physiological indicator of ER.
To quantify the influence of reappraisal on RSA during the DRT, difference scores were
calculated between ΔRSA to negative trials minus ΔRSA to reappraisal trials. This reappraisalinduced reduction of ΔRSA reflects physiological flexibility such that greater, more positive
difference scores indicate a broader range of SNS engagement in the service of reappraisal. The
LPP (during the DRT) and RSA suppression (during the DRT, WT, and BT) metrics of ER were
each examined as predictors of parent-report of ER and adjustment (e.g. anxiety, depression,
behavioral problems), as well as child ER behavior during emotional challenges (e.g. social
engagement, attentional avoidance, alternative activities).
Aim 2 is to establish the LPP and RSA as context-sensitive biological signatures of ER in
children. To test the sensitivity of the LPP to emotional and social context, mean LPP amplitudes
were compared across DRT conditions (reappraisal, negative, neutral), and across social context
groups (parent-scaffolding, parent-present, parent-absent). Next, the effects of emotion condition
and social context grouping were then tested in relation to child ΔRSA (condition RSA minus
Baseline RSA) during the DRT. Finally, parent scaffolding behaviors were then investigated as
predictors of the LPP and RSA metrics of ER, as well as adaptive ER behavioral strategy use.
Throughout, to control for multiple comparisons, Bonferroni’s correction was applied for
within-subject comparisons, and Benjamini-Hochberg’s correction was applied for betweensubject comparisons (Benjamini & Hochberg, 2000). Adjusted p -values are noted below where
appropriate.
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The LPP and RSA as predictors of ER and emotional adjustment: Neurocognitive and
physiological flexibility
To examine the LPP and RSA as measures of ER flexibility that can predict observed ER
and emotional adjustment, we tested the hypotheses that children who show greater reappraisalinduced reduction of the LPP and RSA suppression will demonstrate greater parent-reported ER
and emotional adjustment, as well as more use of adaptive behavioral ER strategies during
emotional challenges. See supplement for full model statistics of regressions reported below.
LPP as a predictor of ER and emotional adjustment.
Parent-report of child ER and adjustment. The LPP measure of neurocognitive flexibility
during the DRT was examined in relation to parent-reported ER and emotional adjustment.
Linear regressions were conducted as follows: 1st step: age and gender; 2nd step: DRT social
context group; 3rd step: LPP ER metric; outcome measures: parent-reported ER and adjustment
measures. Neurocognitive flexibility did not significantly predict parent-reported child ER,
depressive or anxiety symptoms, or behavioral problems (p’s > .10).
Behavioral child ER. The LPP measure of neurocognitive flexibility during the DRT was
examined in relation to spontaneous child ER strategy use during the emotionally frustrating
WT. Linear regressions were conducted as follows: 1st step: age and gender; 2nd step: DRT social
context group; 3rd step: LPP ER metric; outcome measures: child ER strategy ratio scores,
separately for each behavior. Greater neurocognitive flexibility was related to greater use of
social engagement ER strategies [β = .243; t (78) = 2.138, p = .036; Figure 3]. DRT social
context group did not significantly predict child behavior during the WT (p’s > .10).
Summary. Consistent with hypotheses, greater neurocognitive flexibility, measured as
larger reappraisal-induced reductions in the LPP, significantly predicted greater use of adaptive
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ER strategies during the frustrating WT. Contrary to predictions, however, this same measure of
neurocognitive flexibility did not significantly predict parent-report of child ER or emotional
adjustment.
RSA as a predictor of ER and emotional adjustment.
Parent-report of child ER and adjustment. The RSA measure of physiological flexibility
during the DRT was examined in relation to parent- reported ER and emotional adjustment
through a series of linear regressions, conducted as follows: 1st step: age and gender; 2nd step:
DRT social context group; 3rd step: RSA Baseline; 4th step: ΔRSA ER metric during the DRT;
outcome measures: parent-reported ER and emotional adjustment measures.
Greater physiological flexibility during the DRT, as measured by reappraisal-induced of
ΔRSA, was related to greater parent-reported child positive regulation [β = .193; t (69) = 2.150, p
= .035; Figure 4], lower child social anxiety [β = -.318; t (69) = -2.780, p = .007], as well as
fewer symptoms of anxiety and depression [β = -.237; t (69) = -1.998, p = .050], withdrawal [β =
-.228; t (69) = -2.008, p = .049], and thought-related problems [β = -.255; t (69) = -1.873, p =
.067], the last at the level of a trend. Baseline RSA did not significantly predict parent-reported
emotional adjustment (p’s > .10).
Behavioral child ER. The RSA measure of physiological flexibility during the DRT and
concurrently during the WT was examined in relation to child ER strategy use during the WT
through a series of linear regressions, conducted as follows: 1st step: age and gender; 2nd step:
DRT social context group; 3rd step: RSA Baseline; 4th step: ΔRSA ER metric (separately for
DRT and WT); outcome measures: child ER strategy ratio scores, separately for each behavior.
Greater physiological flexibility during the DRT was marginally related to greater ER
strategy repertoire during the WT [β = .223; t (69) = 1.899, p = .062]. Greater concurrent
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physiological flexibility during the WT was related to more use of social engagement strategies
[β = -.261; t (69) = -2.092, p = .040], and less use of attentional avoidance strategies [β = .327; t
(69) = 2.6947, p = .009; Figure 5]. Baseline RSA or DRT group did not significantly predict
child behavioral ER strategy use (p’s > .10).
Summary. As predicted, greater physiological flexibility, indexed by greater reappraisalinduced ΔRSA during the DRT, was related to fewer parent-reported symptoms of
psychopathology including anxiety and depression. In addition, consistent with the hypothesis,
greater concurrent physiological flexibility during the WT significantly predicted greater use of
active ER strategies and lower use of passive ER strategies.
The LPP and RSA as social context-sensitive biological signatures of ER
To test the sensitivity of the LPP and RSA to experimentally manipulated social context,
we first tested the hypotheses that children who complete the DRT while parents provide
scaffolding, versus alone, will show greater reappraisal-induced RSA suppression and greater
reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP. Children who complete the task with parents merely
present were expected to show intermediate levels of ER flexibility indexed by the LPP and
RSA.
Social context-sensitivity of the LPP during the DRT. First, to examine the sensitivity
of the LPP to experimentally manipulated social context during the DRT, we conducted a 3
(Condition: negative, reappraisal, neutral) x 3 (Social Context: parent-scaffolding, parentpresent, parent-absent) repeated measures ANOVA. As a manipulation check, we first examined
whether the LPP was sensitive to Condition during the DRT. As expected, for the sample as a
whole, there was a significant main effect of Condition [F (2, 162) = 48.20, p < .001, ᶯp2 = .38]
on the LPP. Follow-up paired-samples t-tests (adjusted p = .017) revealed an effect of Condition
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such that LPP amplitudes were greater in both the negative [M = 31.09, SD = 12.77; t (81) =
9.14, p < .001] and reappraisal [M = 27.25, SD = 11.04; t (81) = 5.90, p < .001] conditions versus
the neutral (M = 20.45, SD = 9.94) condition. Further, there was an effect of reappraisal on the
LPP such that amplitudes were significantly lower in the reappraisal versus negative condition [t
(81) = 3.98, p < .001; Figure 6].
To test our hypothesis, we then examined whether the LPP was sensitive to the betweensubject manipulation of social context. As predicted, there was a significant Condition x Group
interaction [F(2, 79) = 3.56, p = .033, ᶯp2 = .08], such that children in the parent-present group
and parent-scaffolding group showed the predicted reappraisal effect, with significantly reduced
LPP amplitudes to the reappraisal (PP: M = 25.72, SD = 10.52; PS: M = 27.27, SD = 10.50)
versus negative (PP: M = 31.16, SD = 12.42; PS: M = 32.90, SD = 11.90) condition, [PP: t(27) =
3.85, p = .001; PS: t(27) = 3.94, p = .001; adjusted p = .017]. In contrast, children who completed
the DRT alone did not show a significant difference in LPP amplitudes between the reappraisal
(M = 28.89, SD = 12.27) and negative (M = 29.07, SD = 14.16) conditions, [t (25) = 0.096, p =
.924; Figure 7].
Social context-sensitivity of RSA during the DRT. Next, to examine effect of social
context on ΔRSA during the DRT, we conducted a 3 (Condition: negative, reappraisal, neutral) x
2 (Social Context: parent-scaffolding, parent-present, parent-absent) repeated measures
ANOVA. Again, as a manipulation check, we first examined whether RSA differed across the
within-subject variable of Condition during the DRT. For the sample as a whole, there was a
significant main effect of Condition [F (2, 146) = 6.41, p = .002] on RSA. Follow-up pairedsamples t-tests (adjusted p = .017) revealed an effect of emotion such that ΔRSA was greater,
indicating RSA augmentation, in both the negative [M = .073, SD = .514; t (73) = 3.69, p < .001]
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and reappraisal [M = .028, SD = .489; t (73) = 2.57, p = .012] conditions versus the neutral (M =
-.109, SD = .507) condition. However, there was no significant difference in ΔRSA in the
reappraisal versus negative condition [t (73) = -0.87, p = .386; Figure 8].
To test our hypothesis, we then examined whether RSA was sensitive to the betweensubject manipulation of social context. Contrary to predictions, there was no significant
Condition X Group interaction for RSA across the negative and reappraisal conditions, F (2, 71)
= .435, p = .649, ᶯp2 = .01.
Summary: Sensitivity of the LPP and RSA to manipulated social context. First,
confirming expectations of the within-subject manipulation of Condition (negative, reappraisal,
neutral), LPP amplitudes were significantly lower for reappraisal versus negative interpretations
of unpleasant stimuli, indicating the expected effect of reappraisal on the LPP for the sample as a
whole. More importantly, as predicted, the LPP was sensitive to the between-subject
manipulation of social context. The reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP was significant
only when parents were present or actively scaffolding child ER. Contrary to our hypothesis,
RSA was not sensitive to social context during the DRT.
Parent scaffolding of child ER as a predictor of the LPP and RSA. Next, we tested
the sensitivity of the biological signatures to habitual social context by testing the hypothesis that
children whose parents provide high quality scaffolding of child cognitive and emotional
functioning during behavioral challenges, suggesting adaptive habitual social support during
parent-child interactions, would show greater ER flexibility indexed by the LPP and RSA.
First, to rule out the possibility that social context group assignment for the DRT
significantly influenced parent scaffolding behavior in the behavioral tasks, analyses of variance
were conducted with DRT group (parent-scaffolding, parent-present, parent-absent) as the
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between-subjects factor and parent scaffolding as the dependent measure, separately for the WT
and BT. Social context during the DRT did not significantly influence parent scaffolding of
motivation or emotion in the WT, nor scaffolding of child performance in the BT (p’s > .10).
Next, to examine links between individual differences in parent scaffolding behaviors
during emotional challenges and the child ER flexibility measured by the LPP and RSA, linear
regressions were conducted as follows. For the WT: 1st step: age and gender; 2nd step: DRT
social context group; 3rd step: global parent scaffolding scores during the WT; outcome
measures: LPP metric of ER during the DRT, RSA suppression metrics of ER during the DRT,
WT, and BT, separately. For the BT: 1st step: age and gender; 2nd step: DRT social context
group; 3rd step: total number of parent scaffolding interventions during the BT; 4th step: parent
scaffolding behaviors (contingent shifting, over-intervention, and fixed failure feedback) during
the BT; outcome measures: LPP metric of ER during the DRT, RSA suppression metrics of ER
during the DRT, WT, and BT, separately.
In the BT, greater parental use of contingent shifting [β = .950; t (77) = 3.645, p < .001],
and lower levels of fixed failure feedback [β = -.425; t (77) = -3.215, p = .002], were related to
greater reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP (Figure 9). Since the LPP was sensitive to
social context in the DRT, relationships between LPP amplitudes and parent scaffolding in the
BT were examined separately for each social context group. In the PP [β = 1.298; t (23) = 2.864,
p = .009] and PA [β = 1.213; t (21) = 2.112, p = .047] groups, greater child reappraisal-induced
reduction of the LPP was related to more frequent parental use of contingent shifting to bolster
child performance during the BT (Figure 10, right). Similarly, in the PP [β = -.669; t (23) = 2.474, p = .022] and PA [β = -.437; t (21) = -2.189, p = .040] groups, greater child reappraisalinduced reduction of the LPP was related to less parental frequent use of fixed failure feedback
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(Figure 10, left). Yet for the PS group, magnitude of reappraisal-induced reductions of the LPP
was not significantly related to parent scaffolding during the BT (p’s > .10).
Parental scaffolding behavior during the BT was not significantly related to RSA (p’s >
.10). In the WT, parental scaffolding of motivation or emotion was not significantly related to the
LPP nor RSA (p’s > .10).
Summary: Sensitivity of the LPP and RSA to habitual social context. As predicted,
greater use of supportive social scaffolding techniques, and less use of low quality interventions,
was significantly related to greater reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP. This suggests that
the LPP is sensitive not only to experimentally manipulated social context, but may also reflect
the quality of habitual parent scaffolding of child ER.
Discussion
The current study used a bio-behavioral, multimethod approach to examine two candidate
context-sensitive biological signatures of child ER flexibility, the LPP and RSA, in relation to
parent-child social context, reported child ER and emotional adjustment, and spontaneous child
ER strategy use during emotional challenges. Results showed that while both the LPP and RSA
metrics of flexibility were sensitive to emotional context, and predicted child ER strategy use,
they also diverged in several important ways. Broadly, while the LPP showed greater sensitivity
to social context, RSA was a better predictor of reported ER and emotional adjustment,
indicating that these biological signatures capture distinct aspects of child ER competencies.
The LPP and RSA as biological signatures of ER
Biological signatures of ER during the DRT. Consistent with predictions, both the LPP
and RSA were sensitive to Condition during the DRT such that patterns of neurocognitive and
physiological responding significantly differed in response to unpleasant stimuli compared to
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neutral. For the LPP, amplitudes were significantly greater for both reappraisal and negative
story conditions compared to neutral, demonstrating increased neural processing of
motivationally-salient emotional information, which has been consistently shown in previous
studies with children (Babkirk et al., 2015; DeCicco et al., 2012; Dennis & Hajcak, 2009). RSA
was also significantly different for these unpleasant conditions compared to neutral, with
significantly greater RSA augmentation to emotional versus neutral images. This pattern is
consistent with the findings of Davis et al. (2016) in which children showed greater increases in
PSNS engagement when prompted to use reappraisal or distraction ER strategies, compared to
control. This RSA augmentation was interpreted as an adaptive response, representing a calming
effect of these ER strategies on physiological responding.
However, while the current study also demonstrated RSA augmentation in response to
reappraisal prompts for the sample as a whole, a key point of interest was to examine differences
in RSA suppression between the reappraisal and negative conditions. Greater SNS engagement
during directed reappraisal compared to negative interpretations may indicate greater
physiological flexibility employed when prompted to actively regulate compared to maintain
negative emotions to unpleasant pictures. While there was no difference in suppression scores
between these conditions in the sample as a whole, children showing greater magnitude RSA
suppression in the reappraisal versus negative condition exhibited greater parent-reported
positive adjustment. Thus, the current study is the first to provide evidence that greater RSA
suppression may be an appropriate index of adaptive physiological flexibility during reappraisal.
The LPP and RSA: Flexibility and adaptiveness. As predicted and consistent with
previous studies examining child ER (e.g. Babkirk et al., 2015; Calkins, 1997) both the LPP and
RSA were related to child spontaneous behavioral ER strategy use during the emotionally
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frustrating WT, providing support for the use of these metrics to target regulatory processes that
occur in ecologically-valid emotional challenges. Importantly, the LPP and RSA also diverged in
terms of which specific behaviors each metric predicted. Greater RSA suppression during the
WT as compared to baseline was related to more use of social engagement strategies, as well as
less use of attentional avoidance strategies like passive distraction or gaze aversion. This
suggests that children with greater physiological flexibility indexed by engaging the SNS to cope
with frustration are more likely to choose active ER strategies that take advantage of the social
context, and less likely to use more potentially calming avoidance strategies. This is consistent
with previous studies that have shown that greater RSA suppression is linked to social
competence (e.g. Calkins & Keane, 2004; Hastings et al., 2008). In contrast, greater reappraisalinduced reduction of the LPP uniquely predicted more use of social engagement strategies to
cope with the frustration of waiting. Since these strategies could have included talking to the
parent about the task or the gift, discussing problem-solving approaches, and cognitive reframing
so that the task was viewed in a more positive light, it follows logically that choices to use these
socially-oriented, cognitive-based active engagement strategies in particular would be closely
related to neurocognitive flexibility. This distinction between the LPP and RSA suggests that
while the RSA may represent a broader, wide-reaching index of ER flexibility that corresponds
to broad ER competence, the LPP metric may be a more targeted measure of social-cognitive
based ER flexibility.
Consistent with this idea, the LPP and RSA metrics diverged in relation to predicting
parent-reported ER and emotional adjustment. First, the LPP and RSA metrics were not
significantly related to each other, suggesting that they index distinct aspects of ER flexibility.
As predicted, greater RSA suppression in response to the reappraisal versus negative
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interpretations of unpleasant pictures in the DRT, indicating greater physiological flexibility
when prompted to regulate as opposed to maintain negative emotions, was related to a range of
positive adjustment factors. Specifically, greater reappraisal-induced RSA suppression predicted
greater parent-reported ER, and fewer symptoms of psychopathology including anxiety and
depression. In contrast, the LPP did not significantly predict reported child ER nor emotional
adjustment. This difference may again indicate that a main feature of the RSA metric of ER is to
capture broad, easily apparent aspects of ER that can be accurately detected subjectively reported
by parents, while the LPP may index more nuanced ER competencies.
The LPP and RSA: Social context-sensitivity. As predicted, results also showed that
the LPP was sensitive to social context during the DRT. LPP amplitudes were significantly
reduced for reappraisal versus negative interpretations of unpleasant stimuli, but only when
parents were either merely present, or when they actively scaffolding child ER during the task. In
contrast, when children completed the DRT alone, they did not demonstrate the expected
reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP. These findings suggest that children’s neurocognitive
ER flexibility is bolstered by their parent, and, neurocognitive processes may be most accurately
measured when individuals are in an ecologically valid social context.
Unexpectedly, the magnitude of reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP was not
different between contexts where parents actively scaffolded versus when they were merely
present. We ruled out the possibility that parent presence, whether active or passive, has the
primary effect of maintaining the child’s focus on the task, as observed levels of inattention did
not differ between groups. One possible explanation for this lack of distinction between active
and passive parent contexts may be that parent presence is sufficient to enhance neurocognitive
functioning, consistent with Social Baseline Theory (Beckes & Coan, 2011), and that this effect
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maximized the social bolstering of ER such that active scaffolding afforded no additional
advantage. That is, the parents’ presence may have acted as a cue to engage neural networks
typically engaged when parents and children co-regulate, consistent with the findings of Gee et
al. (2014).
Contrary to predictions, the RSA metric of child ER was not sensitive to social context,
as responses were not significantly different between groups during the DRT. These findings,
along with the result that RSA and the LP P were not significantly related to each other overall,
may be explained by the difference in the developmental maturation of the biological
underpinnings of the LPP and RSA in the age group of the sample. Specifically, while
physiological processes are the primary route of self-regulation in infants and toddlers, cognitive
ER processes become increasingly proficient in middle to late childhood and into adolescence as
prefrontal-subcortical connections mature (Beauregard, Lévesque, & Paquette, 2004; Calkins &
Keane, 2004; Fox, 1989, 1994; Ochsner & Gross, 2004). This suggests that while the biological
mechanisms underlying RSA flexibility are relatively solidified among 5- to- 8- year-olds, those
underlying the LPP continue to develop during this age range, and as expected following
Tottenham (2015) are thus more subject to social bolstering.
Consistent with this interpretation, the LPP and RSA also diverged regarding sensitivity
to parent scaffolding during a challenging behavioral task. Higher quality parent scaffolding of
child performance during the BT, specifically greater use of contingent shifting to adjust parent
level of intervention based on the child’s successes and failures, significantly predicted greater
child neurocognitive flexibility via reappraisal indexed by the LPP. In contrast, greater parent
use of fixed failure feedback, defined as offering the same or decreasing levels of intervention
despite child failures, was linked to lower neurocognitive flexibility. However, when social
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context groups were examined separately, this relationship between parent spontaneous
scaffolding behaviors and child reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP was significant only for
the parent-present and parent-absent groups. This suggests that habitual high-quality parent
scaffolding may have helped some children reappraise even when active scaffolding was absent
during the DRT. However, among the parent-scaffolding group, since the scaffolding prompts
were the same across all dyads, individual differences in spontaneous parenting behavior did not
predict child neurocognitive flexibility. In other words, this suggests that explicitly directing
parents how to scaffold their child’s ER can boost child’s ER regardless of their habitual
scaffolding habits, a finding that has implications for how scaffolding can be used in therapeutic
interventions to improve emotion socialization.
Limitations and Future Directions
While findings provide support for the use of the LPP and RSA as biological signatures
of child ER, several limitations must be addressed. First, as is the case with many developmental
neuroscience studies, there was data loss due to movement artifacts or child refusal of or
discomfort with the physiological equipment. As a result, the current sample is smaller than the
projected sample, and some statistical tests may be underpowered, precluding the detection of
certain effects. This limitation is compounded by the study’s three group between-subjects
design. Further, the sample consisted of children between 5 and 8 years old, and although this
age group was intentionally targeted due to the potential for social bolstering of neurocognitive
processes (Tottenham, 2015), the breadth of this range is relatively wide in terms of
developmental stages. There may have been age effects within each social context grouping, but
the sample size of the current study did not allow for the detection of any age-related differences
in sensitivity to the effect of parenting context. For instance, scaffolding may have a larger effect
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on the LPP for younger children, versus older children who may have internalized more of the
ER learned through socialization. Despite this shortcoming, significant predicted patterns did
emerge, although effect sizes may be attenuated.
In addition, aspects of the study design introduced other limitations. For instance, the
protocol was initially designed to counterbalance the order of the behavioral tasks and the EEG
task so that assignment to the various social contexts during the DRT would not influence
subsequent parenting behavior. While some (n = 11) children were run in this reverse order
(behavioral tasks first, then EEG tasks later in the visit), we noted unusually more frequent EEG
artifacts for these children, likely resulting from fatigue caused by the demands of enduring EEG
recording after several hours in the lab. For this reason, the remainder of the sample all
completed the EEG task during the first half of the visit. We then statistically confirmed that
there was no significant effect of order on parenting scaffolding behavior. A future study could
avoid this limitation by structuring the protocol across two days to reduce burden and fatigue.
In addition, RSA was recorded continuously throughout the behavioral tasks, and scores
were computed as an average for each child (across 10 minutes for the WT, and 15 minutes for
the BT). However, children likely differed in the trajectory of their ANS responding throughout
these tasks, and this variation was not captured in the current study. For instance, some children
may have shown high degrees of RSA suppression during the first minute of the WT when
excitement about the gift was at its peak, while others could have perceived the gift as
increasingly salient as the task progressed, necessitating a greater degree of regulation towards
the end of the task. Also, as some researchers point out (e.g., Erblich, Bovbjerg, & Sloan, 2011;
Beauchaine, 2001), RSA at least partially reflects arousal and task engagement, not purely ER
processes per se. Although the current findings did show that RSA suppression concurrently
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predicted ER behavior across the duration of the entire WT, we did not directly code arousal or
task engagement independently from target ER behaviors. Future research should build on these
results by tracking individual differences in RSA trajectories minute to minute, and directly
compare these fluctuations to changing ER strategy use throughout the task.
Further, the LPP and RSA are inherently measured on grossly different timescales, with
the LPP capturing neurocognitive processes occurring in less than 2000 milliseconds, and RSA
indexing physiological processes averaged across approximately 10 minute time periods during
the DRT. Thus these two metrics could not be directly compared on a stimulus by stimulus basis.
This limitation, along with the differential maturation of the biological underpinnings of these
metrics described above, may partially explain why the LPP and RSA were not significantly
correlated. Further, since the LPP was so sensitive to social context, while the RSA was not, any
association between these signatures in terms of reflecting core ER competencies may have been
precluded by the experimental manipulation of parent-child context.
Another potential limitation was that difference scores were used to compute LPP and
RSA metrics of ER flexibility to predict ER behavior and emotional adjustment. Simple
subtraction scores are vulnerable to the influence of inter-correlations between “baseline” and
“response” conditions (e.g., Weinberg, Venables, Proudfit, & Patrick, 2015). This may partially
account for why LPP difference scores (negative minus reappraisal) did not significantly predict
reported positive adjustment. That is, individual differences in emotional reactivity in the
negative condition may have biased the computed difference scores and precluded detection of
associations with outcome measures in the current sample. In contrast, residuals scores may
represent a more reliable method to measure responses in relation to baseline or across emotion
conditions, as they are not as vulnerable to this inter-correlation drawback. Residuals can also be
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used to control for overall levels of neural arousal by entering LPP amplitudes to the neutral
condition into the regression model. Thus, future research should examine ER flexibility via the
LPP and RSA in terms of residuals.
Another emerging technique among psychophysiological researchers is to examine
possible non-linear relationships between biological signatures and behavior and adjustment
measures. Specifically, while previous studies have demonstrated that greater resting state RSA
is related to positive adjustment, a recent study (Miller, Kahle, & Hastings, 2017) showed that
moderate baseline RSA was associated with the greatest degree of empathy and prosocial
behavior in children. These findings suggest that individuals showing RSA at the highest and
lowest range of the spectrum may be under-regulating, or over-aroused, respectively, while
moderate RSA represents the optimal balance between ER and arousal. This same logic could be
applied to RSA suppression, or LPP modulation via reappraisal. Future studies should use nonlinear modeling techniques to understand whether there is an optimal range of ER flexibility that
can be indexed via these biological signatures.
Future research should also build on the current findings by investigating how more
finely-grained individual differences may influence the LPP and RSA metrics of ER flexibility.
For instance, the current study included children and their self-reported primary caregiver, but
we did not directly assess aspects of relationship quality such as attachment. Since parent-child
social context was shown to have a positive influence on child ER, as measured by the LPP in
particular, a logical next step will be to establish whether this benefit is a function relationship
quality. For example, greater bolstering of reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP may be
expected for more securely attached dyads, whereas social context may confer a detriment to ER
flexibility via the LPP for insecurely attached dyads.
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In addition, while the current study screened out potential participants with language delays, we
did not measure individual difference in language ability within those selected for participation.
Language ability may have made a difference in the parent-scaffolding group in particular, since
children could read along as the scripts appeared on the screen. Thus, those with greater
language abilities may have had an advantage in terms of reading comprehension and
internalization of the scaffolding scripts. Future research should directly measure individual
differences in language ability when examining ER in childhood, particularly for highly-verbal
ER strategies like reappraisal. Finally, since this study aimed to examine biological signatures of
child ER in a typically-developing sample, symptoms of psychopathologies were relatively low.
This may explain why the LPP was not related to any parent-report measures of emotional
adjustment. While several previous studies have shown that RSA suppression is related to
behavioral problems and mental health in children (e.g. Calkins & Keane, 2004), an effect we
have replicated in the current study, future research should aim to examine the LPP in relation to
symptomology in clinical samples, while taking social context into account. For instance, future
research should investigate how social support differentially influences neural processes related
to ER flexibility in high anxious versus non-anxious samples. Individuals with elevated levels of
anxiety may show reduced ER benefits from supportive social contexts compared to typical
controls. This research has potential to inform diagnostic practices, and allow clinicians to track
treatment outcomes. For example, these biological signatures could serve as outcome measures
to demonstrate whether or not interventions that target boosting social support confer advantages
to biological processes beyond what can be capture via self-report measures.
Furthermore, while the current study represents a first step in understanding the role of
social context on ER flexibility in parent-child contexts, future research should build on the
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current findings by extending this multimethod approach to examine ER flexibility across the
lifespan. One possibility is that social support increases ER flexibility consistently throughout
the lifespan, but the external source of social co-regulation shifts from the parent in childhood, to
peers in adolescence, and to significant others in adulthood. Alternatively, the neurocognitive
advantage afforded by supportive social contexts could become gradually attenuated throughout
the lifespan as ER strategies are internalized. Future studies should pinpoint developmental
periods and milestones at which various forms of social context are crucial to regulatory
functioning.
Conclusion
Taken together, the findings of the current study provide support for the use of the LPP
and RSA as biological signatures of child ER among 5- to- 8- year-olds. While both metrics
predicted adaptive child ER, RSA did so more broadly, while the LPP metric potentially targeted
specifically cognitive-based regulatory strategies. Further, RSA was a better predictor of
reported adjustment. Finally, this study is the first to show that the LPP is sensitive to social
context, a finding which has implications for how biological correlates of ER should be studied.
More specifically, the current study demonstrated that the LPP is sensitivity to both
experimentally manipulated social context as well as habitual, dispositional patterns of parent
scaffolding behavior. Taken together, these results highlight the importance of multimethod
approaches which account for social context to understand the biological underpinnings of ER
flexibility.
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Table 1.
Descriptive Statistics for Child and Parent Behavioral Coding
Waiting Task: Child ER strategies and parental scaffolding
Minimum
Maximum
M
Behavior
Child ER Strategies
Comforting
.00
.22
.03
Prohibited Object Engagement
.00
.76
.27
Boring Object Engagement
.00
.61
.25
Social Engagement
.00
.41
.10
Alternative Activities
.00
.82
.28
Attentional Avoidance
.00
.72
.07
Parental Scaffolding
Motivational
1
5
4.12
Emotional
1
5
3.53
Overall
2
10
7.65
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SD
.05
.16
.13
.09
.16
.16
1.08
1.57
2.24

Block Task: Parental scaffolding
Minimum
Maximum
M
SD
Parental Intervention
Contingent Shift
.31
1.00
.68
.17
Fixed Failure Feedback
.00
.63
.18
.16
Over-intervention
.00
.40
.14
.10
Note. WT ER strategies and BT scaffolding scores are ratios which indicate the proportional
frequency that each behavior was used, in relation to all relevant behaviors performed by the
child.
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Table 2.
Descriptive Statistics for the late positive potential (LPP)
Minimum
Maximum
M
SD
Social Context Group
Parent-Absent (n = 26)
Reappraisal Condition
4.90
51.60
28.89
12.27
Negative Condition
4.58
65.06
29.07
14.16
Neutral Condition
2.19
39.74
21.83
10.65
Reappraisal Score
-17.87
16.26
0.18
9.66
Parent-Present (n = 28)
Reappraisal Condition
10.69
46.29
25.72
10.52
Negative Condition
9.04
53.29
31.16
12.42
Neutral Condition
.61
44.52
19.00
10.96
Reappraisal Score
-4.97
26.64
5.44
7.48
Parent-Scaffolding (n = 28)
Reappraisal Condition
3.03
42.66
27.27
10.50
Negative Condition
17.29
56.14
32.90
11.90
Neutral Condition
0.21
37.69
20.62
8.21
Reappraisal Score
-7.87
22.52
5.64
8.22
Note. Reappraisal scores were computed as mean LPP amplitude in the negative condition
minus mean amplitude in the reappraisal condition. Positive scores indicate successful
reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP.
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Table 3.
Descriptive Statistics for respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA)
Minimum
Maximum
M
SD
Task
Baseline
Resting RSA
4.91
9.53
7.33
1.03
Directed Reappraisal Task
ΔRSA Reappraisal Condition
-1.01
1.91
0.04
0.50
ΔRSA Negative Condition
-1.27
1.41
0.09
0.51
ΔRSA Neutral Condition
-1.62
1.24
-0.11
0.52
Waiting Task
ΔRSA
-3.18
1.75
-0.83
0.86
Block Design Task
ΔRSA
-2.34
1.00
-0.59
0.76
Note. RSA suppression (ΔRSA) was calculated as RSA values during a task minus baseline
RSA. Negative scores indicate vagal withdrawal, or increased SNS engagement compared to
rest.
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Table 4.
Sample Characteristics across Directed Reappraisal Task Groups
Males [f (%)] Females [f (%)]
Age in Years
Group
Minimum Maximum
Parent-Scaffolding
15 (50.0 %)
15 (50.0 %)
5.09
8.99
Parent-Present
14 (48.3 %)
15 (51.7 %)
5.11
8.98
Parent-Absent
13 (48.1 %)
14 (51.9 %)
5.13
8.91
Entire Sample
15 (50%)
15 (50%)
5.09
8.99
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M (SD)
6.81 (1.13)
6.93 (1.17)
7.07 (1.11)
6.93 (1.13)
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Stimulus duration: 2000 ms;
ITI=1500 ms

Neutral
Condition

This mug was
just used to
drink water.

This mug was
just used to
drink water.

Negative
Condition

This is a snake
that is about to
attack and bite
another animal.

This is a snake
that is about to
attack and bite
another animal.

Next, we will see a
picture of a boy.
When kids feel sad,
their parents can ask
them what’s wrong
and try to make them
feel better.

This boy’s dad
picked him up
after he fell; he
got scared but
is totally okay.

Reappraisal
Condition*

Neutral IAPS
Picture:
A mug on a
table

Unpleasant
IAPS Picture:
A snake poised
to strike

Unpleasant
IAPS Picture:
A crying boy

Figure 1. In the Directed Reappraisal Task (DRT), all children completed neutral, negative and
reappraisal conditions. Each child was randomly assigned to one of three possible betweensubject social context groups: parent-scaffolding (PS), parent-present (PP), or parent-absent
(PA). Children in the PS group completed the task with their parent actively scaffolding ER by
reading the first story of each trial aloud from a script on the computer screen. Children in the PP
group completed the task with their parent present but not interacting, and children in the PA
group completed the task alone. In the PA and PP groups, children heard all the story
components via audio from the computer.
*Note: The reappraisal condition depicted above is for the PS group. The PP and PA groups hear
the story twice for reappraisal condition similar to the neutral and negative conditions.
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Figure 2. The LPP was segmented between 200 and 800 ms following stimulus onset. The
topographic map and waveform represent grand average amplitudes averaged across condition
type and social context group during the Directed Reappraisal Task.
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Figure 3. Greater reappraisal-induced reduction of the LPP (positive reappraisal scores),
indicated greater magnitude neurocognitive ER flexibility, significantly predicted greater use of
social engagement strategies during the frustrating WT.
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Figure 4. Greater reappraisal-induced RSA suppression was related to greater parent-reported
child positive ER ability (top left), and fewer symptoms of social anxiety (top right), anxious
depression (bottom left), and withdrawn depression (bottom right).
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Figure 5. Greater concurrent RSA suppression in the WT versus Baseline was related to greater
use of active social engagement strategies (left), and less frequent use of passive avoidance
strategies (right) to cope with the frustration of waiting.
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Figure 6. For the sample as a whole, there was a significant main effect of Condition on the LPP.
Amplitudes were greater for unpleasant versus neutral pictures, indicating the predicted effect of
emotion on the LPP. In addition, LPP amplitudes were significantly lower in response to
reappraisal versus negative interpretations of unpleasant pictures, indicating the expected effect
of reappraisal.
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Figure 7. There was a significant Condition X Social Context Group interaction for the negative
and reappraisal conditions during the DRT (bottom). Children in both the parent-scaffolding (top
left) and parent-present (top right) group showed the predicted reappraisal-induced reduction of
the LPP, while those in the parent-absent (middle left) group did not. The LPP difference waves
(middle right) represent the differences between amplitudes in the reappraisal and negative
conditions, separately by social context group.
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Figure 8. During the Directed Reappraisal Task, there was a main effect of condition on ΔRSA
such that greater RSA augmentation, indicating greater parasympathetic nervous system
engagement in comparison to baseline, occurred during the reappraisal and negative conditions
versus neutral. There was no difference in ΔRSA between the reappraisal and negative
conditions.
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Figure 9. Spontaneously generated parent scaffolding behaviors during the BT, assumed to be
indicators of habitual social support provided during parent-child interactions, significantly
predicted neurocognitive flexibility indexed by the LPP. Greater use of contingent shifting (left)
and less use of fixed failure feedback (right) during the BT were related to greater reappraisalinduced reduction of the LPP during the DRT.
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Parent-Present

Parent-Present

Parent-Absent

Parent-Absent

Figure 10. High quality parent scaffolding of child performance during the BT was specifically
related to ER flexibility indexed by the LPP in the DRT for the experimentally manipulated
parent-present (top) and parent-absent (bottom) social contexts.
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Appendix A
Emotion Regulation Coding Scheme (adapted from Babkirk, Rios & Dennis, 2015)
Behavior
Comforting

Description
Behaviors include physical soothing such as putting hands
in the mouth, rubbing the arm or face, or seeking physical
contact with the parent.

Prohibited object engagement Behaviors include visual fixation, touching, interacting
with, or opening the prohibited object (wrapped gift)
Boring object engagement

Behaviors include focusing attention by looking at,
touching, or talking about the boring object

Social engagement

Behaviors include engaging with the parent verbally by
asking questions about the prohibited object, talking about
the rules of the task, problem-solving, or redefining the
situation so it is viewed as positive

Attentional avoidance

Behaviors include moving the focus of attention onto
something unrelated to the task, without active engagement
with another activity. Examples include staring into space
for more than 3 seconds, covering the face with hands, or
laying head on the table.

Alternative activities

Behaviors include moving the focus of attention onto
something unrelated to the task, by actively engaging in
another activity. Examples include singing, playing with
surrounding objects, or talking to parent about things
unrelated to the task or prohibited object.
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Appendix B
Maternal Scaffolding of Child Emotion Regulation (adapted from Maslin-Cole & Spieker, 1990)
Description

Score
1

Parent exhibits characteristic ineffectiveness in scaffolding in a
particular domain

2

Parent exhibits some scaffolding effectiveness but many more
missed opportunities for scaffolding.

3

Parent partially meets the child’s needs for scaffolding, about half
of the time.

4

Parent meets the child’s scaffolding needs most of the time, but
with a couple of noticeable missed opportunities.

5

Parent meets the child’s scaffolding needs almost the entire time;
there may be a rare instance in which the parent misses a minor
opportunity for scaffolding.

Domain

Description

Motivational

Assesses the mother’s ability to help the child initially become

Scaffolding

engaged with the task and to structure the task in such a way that it
is within the child’s capabilities to complete it by waiting the entire
time. This may include clear statements of the goal of the task for a
child who needs it restated, maintaining persistence toward the end
goal, even if the child starts to lose focus, or successfully redirecting
a child who is breaking the rules of the task.

Emotional

Captures the mother’s ability to make the task a positive experience

Scaffolding

for the child that will add to her or his sense of accomplishment and
effectiveness. This reflects a high degree of acceptance of and value
for the child’s attempts at the task, maintaining sensitivity toward the
child’s emotional state, sharing positive emotions with the child, and
making statements that contribute toward the child’s sense of pride
and efficacy. This also includes helping decrease the child’s negative
emotions (e.g. frustration, anger).
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Appendix C
Parental Scaffolding of Child Cognitive Performance (adapted from Carr and Pike, 2012)
Description
Parental Scaffolding
Intervention
Simple feedback (0) The parent gives short, simple feedback on a child’s action
indicating correct or incorrect block placement, for example
include “Good.” “No.” “Ok.”
Orienting (1)
The parent offers strategies, general rules, and comments
regarding the design to focus the child on the task, or increase
their level of engagement. Examples include questions which
bring the child’s attention to the design in general without giving
the answer (e.g. “How many blocks do you need?”; “This one
looks tricky.”).
Suggestions (2)
The parent makes suggestions about specific blocks, colors,
locations, or actions but not combinations of the three. Examples
include drawing focus to an aspect of the design, like a certain
side or series of blocks, or statements like “You need a blue one”.
Solutions (3)
The parent gives information about more than one of the
following: block colors, order, locations, orientations. This
behavior is always verbal and in the form of a statement aimed at
focusing the child’s attention at a specific and complex aspect of
the design. For example: “The blue one goes next to the red one”;
“You need to move those three green blocks on the end closer
together”
Physical help (4)
The parent engages in physical intervention that aids the child in
completing a section of the task. This can include pointing at
blocks, selecting the correct block for the child and handing it to
him/her, adjusting blocks, but not actually placing a block in the
design herself. For example: “This bit needs a blue block, here
you go” and gives block to child.
Demonstration (5)
The parent performs the task herself while the child observes.
This can include placement of a single block, or several blocks in
a row while she is providing verbal explanation and/or attempting
to re-engage the child in the task. Although the parent is taking
the lead, he/she is not excluding the child, and encouraging
his/her participation. For example: A parent says, “Here let me
show you this part” and builds a section.
Complete control (6) The parent has taken over the building completely, with little or
no verbal explanation of what she is doing. This can include overt
exclusion of child from building, or more passive ignoring of the
child’s participation while the parent takes control. The parent is
displaying signs of disinterest in working together with the child,
and does not let the child take the lead.
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Block Task Parental Scaffolding Scoring
Description

Score Category
Contingent shift

The parent adjusts her level of intervention based on the child’s
needs. This can occur by increasing the level of intervention
following an incorrect (or no) block placement, or by maintaining
or decreasing the level of intervention following correct block
placement.

Fixed failure
feedback

The parent either keeps intervening at the same level, or
decreasing level of intervention, following the child’s incorrect or
lack of block placement.

Over-intervention

The parent increases her level of intervention following the
child’s correct block placement.
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Supplement: Regression Results
LPP reappraisal score predicting social engagement in the WT
Source
B
SE
β

t

p

Cohen’s f

Constant

.182

.068

Age in months

-.001

.001

-.101

-.929

.356

Gender

-.049

.020

-.270

-2.467

.016

DRT Group

-.004

.012

-.040

-.359

.720

LPP Reappraisal Score

.003

.001

.243

2.138

.036

.13

t

p

Cohen’s f

ΔRSA reappraisal score predicting reported social anxiety
Source
B
SE
β
Constant

3.438

3.418

Age in months

-.023

.024

-.108

-.945

.348

Gender

.022

.651

.004

.034

.973

DRT Group

-.027

.400

-.008

-.068

.946

RSA Baseline

.309

.317

.111

.974

.334

ΔRSA Reappraisal Score

-1.891

.680

-.318

-2.780

.007

ΔRSA reappraisal score predicting reported positive regulation
Source
B
SE
β

t

p

Constant

3.718

.449

Age in months

.000

.003

-.007

-.063

.950

Gender

-.018

.085

-.024

-.207

.837

DRT Group

.032

.053

.071

.613

.542

RSA Baseline

-.034

.042

-.095

-.812

.420

ΔRSA Reappraisal Score

.192

.089

.254

2.150

.035

.16

Cohen’s f

.09
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ΔRSA reappraisal score predicting reported anxious depression (t-score)
Source
B
SE
β
t

p

Constant

58.849

7.679

Age in months

-.014

.054

-.031

-.262

.794

Gender

-1.442

1.471

-.116

-.980

.331

DRT Group

-.130

.907

-.017

-.143

.887

RSA Baseline

-.330

.712

-.055

-.464

.644

ΔRSA Reappraisal Score

-3.050

1.527

-.237

-1.998

.050

ΔRSA reappraisal score predicting reported withdrawn depression (t-score)
Source
B
SE
β
t

p

Constant

70.627

7.749

Age in months

-.113

.054

-.236

-2.080

.041

Gender

-2.357

1.485

-.179

-1.588

.117

DRT Group

.681

.916

.083

.744

.460

RSA Baseline

-.867

.719

-.136

-1.206

.232

ΔRSA Reappraisal Score

-3.094

1.541

-.228

-2.008

.049

Concurrent ΔRSA predicting attentional avoidance during the WT
Source
B
SE
β

t

p

Constant

-.314

.192

Age in months

.003

.001

.240

2.127

.037

Gender

-.004

.036

-.013

-.119

.906

DRT Group

.002

.022

.012

.107

.915

RSA Baseline

.028

.019

.173

1.448

.152

ΔRSA Reappraisal Score

.062

.023

.327

2.694

.009

Cohen’s f

.09

Cohen’s f

.19

Cohen’s f

.21
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Concurrent ΔRSA predicting social engagement during the WT
Source
B
SE
β

t

p

Constant

.243

.102

Age in months

.000

.001

-.076

-.654

.516

Gender

-.024

.019

-.145

-1.269

.209

DRT Group

-.018

.012

-.167

-1.471

.146

RSA Baseline

-.011

.010

-.138

-1.121

.266

ΔRSA Reappraisal Score

-.026

.012

-.261

-2.092

.040

Parent use of contingent shifting in the BT predicting LPP reappraisal scores
Source
B
SE
β
t

p

Constant

11.167

6.299

Age in months

-.055

.067

-.082

-.815

.418

Gender

1.538

1.816

.088

.847

.400

DRT Group

-2.941

1.064

-.275

-2.763

.007

Total interventions

-.298

.112

-.692

-2.671

.009

Contingent Shifting

.549

.151

.950

3.645

.000

Cohen’s f

.14

Cohen’s f

.37

Note. For PP group, Cohen’s f = .47; for PA group, Cohen’s f = .60

Parent use of fixed failure feedback in the BT predicting LPP reappraisal scores
Source
B
SE
β
t
p
Constant

10.861

6.407

Age in months

-.058

.068

-.087

-.849

.399

Gender

1.400

1.854

.080

.755

.453

DRT Group

-2.987

1.084

-.279

-2.754

.007

Total interventions

.197

.059

.459

3.326

.001

Fixed Failure Feedback

-.548

.170

-.425

-3.215

.002

Note. For PP group, Cohen’s f = .37; for PA group, Cohen’s f = .62

Cohen’s f

.32
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